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MERIT PRINCIPLES GOVERNING Tt-£ FEDERAL PERSO~ SYSTEM 

The C\vil Serv\ce Refonn Act {Pub.L. No. 95-454, 92 Stat, 111 (1978}) requires that Federal 
personnel management be i,..,lemented consistent with the following merit principles: 

(1) Recruitment should be fror:n qualified individuals from appropriate sources in an endeavor to 
schiev® a work force from all segments of society, and selection and advancement shouDd be 
determined aolel y on the basis of relata ve abU i ty , l<nowle dge, and ski lis, after fair and open 
CllfTlleUtion which assures that all receive equal opportunity. 

(2) AU employees and applicants for ~loyment should receive fair and equitable treatment in 
sll BS(Plll'JCts of personnel management without regard to political affiliation, race, color, 
reHgio:r11, national origin, sex, marital status, ege, or handicapping condition, and with proper 
ragard for their privacy and constotutionat rjghts. 

(3) Equal pay should be provided for work of equal value, with appropriate consideration of 
both national and local rates paid by employers in the private sector, and appropriate 
incentives and recognition should be provided for excellence in perfonnance. 

( 4) All BfT1lloyees should main t~in high standards of integrity , con duet, and cone em for the 
public interest. · 

(5) Thfl Federal work force should be used efficiently and effectively. 

(6) Employees should be retained on the basis of the adequacy of their performance. inadequate 
performance should be corrected, and employees should be separated who cannot or will not 
iL111Jrove their performance to meet required standards. 

(7) Employees should be provided effective education and training in cases in which such 
education and training would result in better or9anizational and individual performance. 

(8) Employees should be·-

(a) protected against arbitrary action, personal favoritism, or coercion for partisan 
toolitical purposes, and · 

(b) prohibited from using their official authority or influence for the purpose of 
interfering with or affecting the result of an election or a nomination for election. 

(9) Employees should be protected against reprisal for the lawful disclosure of information 
which the employees reasonably be~ ieve .evidences--

(a) a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or 
(b) mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and 

specific danger to public health or safety . 

It is a prohibited personnel practice to taka or fail to take any personnel action when 
taking or falling to take the action results in the violation of any law, rule or regulation 
implementing or directly concerning these merit principles. 

The Merit Systems Protection Board is directed by law to conduct special studies of the 
ci-vil service and other Federal merit systems to determine whether these statutory mandates are 
being ITlfJt, and to report to the Congress and the President on whether the public interest in a 
civil service free of prohibited personnel practices is being adequately protected. 

Theaa studies, of which this report is one, are conducted by the Office of Merit Systems 
Review &nd Studies. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR V 

In Novermbe r 1980, the Office of Merit Systems Review and St•Jdies 
distributed a comprehensive survey to approximately l ,500 randomly selected 
members of the Senior Execu tive Service. Nearly I ,000 exe cutives completed and 
returned the questionnaires by mid-February J981. The study focused on the 
effectiveness of CSRA protections against improper political interference in 
SES; fairness and equity in the performance appraisal and performance award 
systems; and the impact of SES incentive systems on the attitudes of senior 
executives and potential SES candidates • 

. A follow-up survey was conducted throuqh structured telephone interviews 
with 100 career SES members durinq the third and fourth weel<s of March 1981. 
The purpose of the second survey was to determine how the protections accorded 
ca reer members of the Senior Executive Service have worke d during the change in 
Admin is tra t ions. 

FINJJNGS 

Greater Risks for Greater Rewards. In theory, joinin·g SES meant greater 
risks for greater rewiiirds. Thus far, the SES reality appears to be that neither 
the greater risks nor the increased rewards have materialized for most 
executives. 

Bonu• Restrictions and Their Impact. The SES bonus system was designed 
to provide strong monetary ·incentives for high level performance. But, 
r es tricting bonuses below those originally authorized by CSR.A has seriousl y 
weakened the intended incentive. 

• No Motivational Impact. At leas t half of S£5 executives have written 
off the possibility of receiving bonuses, rank, or cash awards in the 
coming year. Consequently, it appears that the bonus has little ·or no 
incentive va lue for half of the executive work force. 

• Favoritism in Bonus Distribution. Equally disturbing is th e 
percepti on among executi ves that a disproportion a t e share of th e 
bonuses go to the agencies' top executives or to "management 
favorites'' who do not deserve them. This perception may well be a 
direct result of the restr ict ions on bonuses. If only a smalt 
fraction of those who feel they deserve a bonus can get them 1 any 
methorf of distributing bonuses will be perceived as inherently 
unfair. Likewise, if there are a limited number of bonuses to be 
given out, it is highly likely that agency heads will award bonuses to 
top leve l officials first. 

• Whether or not favoritism actually exists, the perception that it 
does exist undoubtedly breeds dissatis faction. 

Recruitment and Retention. IV!ore disturbing is the fact -that other 
incentives in the work place apparen tly are not enough to attract and retain 
competent Federal executives. 
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• Although executives like their work, better than 80% believe that 
there are insufficient SES incentives to retain highly competent 
executives. 

• As many as 46% of current executives say they are considering leaving 
the Federal Government within the next two years. 

• The SES system is alarmingly unattractive to mid-level Federal 
employees--the applicant pool from which a large segment of future SES 
members will be drawn. 

Executive Pay. The ceiling on executive pay has kept all executives at 
the same pay level. Continuing the pay cap has serious imp I ications for the SES 
compensation system: 

• The pay cap prevents distinctions in pay despite significant 
differences in responsibilities for executives at different levels 
within organizations. 

• Executives may become less willing to accept promotions. 

• The SES will become less and less attractive to candidates from the 
mid-leveJ ranks of Government and from the private sector. 

Performance Appraiaala. On the positive side of the ledger, the 
overwhelming majority of tho'Se executives who have had a performance appraisal 
under SES thought the appraisal was fair. But, for a variety of reasons, it is 
clear that the full potential for the SES performance appraisal system is not 
being realized. 

• Concern Over Fairne.. in the Ratin9 Proce••· One-fourth of 
executives indicate some concern that their immediate supervisors may 
not consider factors beyond the executives' control when rating their 
performance. Our study suggests that this concern over the potential 
for an unfair rating may be linked to executives• lack of trust and 
confidence in their immediate supervisors, and to how effective they 
see their communications being with their bosses. 

• lrnpaet of Performance Appraiaal•. Over one-third of executives are 
not sure that the results of performance appraisals will actually have 
an impact on personnel decisions affecting them personally. There are 
several possible explanations for this attitude. 

Executives• experience with their agencies' performance appraisal 
systems in the past may have colored their outlook toward such 
systems in general. 

The present upay cap" has, in effect, frozen the base salaries of 
the executives and eliminated meaningful pay distinctions among 
wide ranges of executive responsibility. 
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Limitat ions on the number of bonuses have · made at least half of 
the execu tive work for ce f eel they have no real opportunity to 
receive a bonus in the coming year . 

Agencies hav e apparently no t been w illi n g to uti lize t he 
expedited pr ocedures for removal that the SES performance 
appraisal process aJlows. According to information agencies have 
provided to OPM, only one career executive has been removed from 
SES for poor performance as of July 1, 1981. 

Safeguards Against Politici:zation. Our study re·vealed no indications of 
broadscale efforts to politicize SES as of the middle of March 1981. 
Significantly, executives reported that: 

• Career employees have not been passed over for executive positions 
in favor of less qualified candidates from outside the Federal 
Government. 

• The vast majority of executives are still willing to provide their 
bosses with honest appraisals o f their agency's programs, despite the 
fact that they have less job security under S£5 than under the former 
supergrade system. 

• As of mid-March , there were no indications of widespread abuses of the 
120- day protections against pe rformance appraisals or involuntary 
reassignments of career executives. 

Although the Board found no indications of major problems with improper 
political influence , there were some troubling areas. 

Improper Deeignation of SES Positions. Thirteen percent of executives 
holding "general" positions believe that those positions should be designated 
"career-reserved" to protect SES fr om improper political Interference or to 
ma intain public confidence in the impartiality of the Government. Whether a 
position should properly be ''career-reserved" or "general" is not always clear
cut, and the prob lem may be less sever e than the figures might indicate. 
Nevertheless, this finding calls attention to the need for a closer and 
continuing oversight over the designation of these positions. 

ExecutiYel Lack of Knowledge About SES Protections. These studies suggest 
that many executi ves do not fully understand the SES system arid the protections 
CSRA established fo r career executives. This lack of knowl edge may make career 
executl ves more vulnerable to improper political influence, including arbitrary 
per sonne l actions . 

Bonus Awards Ba.sed on Political Affiliation. Only a small numbe r (6%) of 
all sen ior executives report one or more instances in the last 12 months where 
they believe bonuses or rank awards were g iven to executives because of partisan 
political affiliation. However , there are significant variat ions among agencies 
in the reported incidence . 
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It is important to note that the studies were conducted before the 120-day 
protected period for career SES members had ex pi red, when agency heads and many 
top ranking executives in the new Administration were only recently in place or 
yet to take office. Consequently, these studies give only a preliminary view of 
just how the change in Administrations will ultimately affect career 
executives. 

RECOMMEMlATIONS 

Based on the findings and discussion presented above, the following 
recommendations are offered: 

I. Congress should consider: 

• Lifting the current pay cap on executive pay, and allow the 
annual adjustments for executives under Public Law 94-82 to take 
effect. 

• Lifting restrictions on bonuses, and allow them to operate as the 
effective incentive they were originally intended to be. 

2. As of July 1, 1981, only one of approximately 6,200 career executives has 
been removed from the SES for poor performance. This suggests that SES's 
expedited procedures for the removal of poor performers have not been used 
to identify and remove poor performers. Agency heads should review their 
agency'9 performance appraisal system to determine; 

• whether executives who perform poorly are being identified 
through the appraisal process, and 

• if action is being taken to assist any such executives to improve 
their performance, to reassign them to positions where they can 
perform satisfactorily, or to remove them from SES. 

3. This study suggests that exec uti ves• concern over potential unfair ratings 
in the performance appraisal process is linked to executives! tack of trust 
and confidence in their immediate supervisors and to how effective they see 
their communications to be with their bosses. For this reason, agencies 
should review their executive development programs to determine if adequate 
emphasis is being placed on communication . skills and the performance 
appraisal process in management training. 

4. OPM should institute a program to: 

• determine if agencies have properly designated positions as 
''general" or '''career-reserved," and require changes in 
designation where appropriate; 

• establish and publicize communication channels for executives to 
use in notifying OPM of positions the executive believes have 
been improperly designated as 11general"; 
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• clarify and sharpen existing guidelines if it finds a substantial 
number of improper designations. 

5. OPM should provide information to career SES members on the protections 
accorded career executives under SES. 

6. Outside agenc_ies, such as OPM and MSPB's Office of the Special Counsel, 
should publicize the availability of their services regarding complaints o.f 
prohibited personnel pracUces in the awarding of bonuses, c:aeh or rank 
SW$rds. · 

7. Agencies shoul~ provide information to all SES members on the purpose and 
operation of the agenciea• Executive Resources Boards. 

..,. 



A REPORT ON THE SENlOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the first in a series of reports drawing on the results of the 
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board's (MSPB) first survey of a random sample of 
the approxlmately 6, BOO e)(ecutives who comprise the Senior Executive Service 
(S£5). !I 

The Senior Executive Service includes most managerial, supervisory·, and 
other policy-influencing or policy-making positions equivalent to GS-16 through 
Executive Level V in the Executive branch. Positions excluded by law are those 
in the Foreign Service, FBI, Drug Enforce"!'ent Administration, and certain 
intelligence agencies; administrative law judges; and positions requiring Senate 
confirmati9n. 

The SES cadre plays a crucial rol~ in the management of the Federal 
Government. Although some members are political executives who make policy and 
advocate the Administration's programs, the great majority are professional 
administrator-s responsible for planning and managing the day-to-day operations 
of Government agencies, including a work force of about 2.2 million 
employees.!/ 

The Board's Office of Merit Systems Review and Studies conducted the survey 
upon which this report is based as part of i.ts program of special studies to 
assess whether the ci vH service is operating in accord with merit principles, 
and is free from prohibited personnel pra~tices. The Civil Service Reform Act 
of 1978 (CSRA) directs the Board to conduct such special studies and to report 
its findings to the President and the Congress. 21 

!/ CSRA limits the total number of SES and supergrade positions (GS-16/18) 
combined to 10,777. Currently, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management has 
authorized approximately 6,600 SES positions within the Executive branch. The 
number of executives actually employed at a given time typically ranges from 
6,800 to 7,000. ' · 

2/ Approximately lO% of the SES members have non-career appointments, the 
remaining 90% are. career members. 

J/ Pub.L. No. 95-454, 92 Stat. Ill (1976). The mandate to conduct special 
studies is found at S U. S.C. Section 1205 (a )(3). The General Accounting 
Office, U.s. Office of Personnel Management (OPM), and outside groups also 
report fr'om time to time on the operations of the merit system. These efforts, 
however, focus principally on the technical aspects of these programs. and are 
primarily concerned with pragmatic questions of efficiency in program 
management. The Board's studiest by contrast, are designed to provide 
continuing oversight of how CSRA reforms have affected the health of the merit 
system. 
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Scope of this Report. This report focuses on: 

• the effectiveness of CSRA protections against improper political 
interference in SES; 

• fairness and equity in the SES performance appraisal and performance 
award systems; a_nd, 

• the impact of SES incentive systems on the attitudes of senior 
executives and potential SES candidates.!_/ 

Subsequent reports in this series will deal with the incidence of 
prohibited personnel practices, executives' views about the adequacy of 
"whistlebtower" protections., the fairness and effectiveness of Federal employee 
selection and placement actions t and other topics germane to the health of the 
merit system. 

Procedure for the SurV!Jt·Y• The questionnaire used in our survey was 
developed in the tate summer of 1980, on the basis of extensive interviews and 
pretests with executives in a number of departments and agencies. (t was 
distributed to a random sample of 1, 519 career and non-career SES members in 
Novembe·r l980. Only 67 questionnaires were returned as undeliverable and 979 
(or approximately 67% of all who received the questionnaire) had completed and 
returned the questionnaire by the cut-off date, mid-February l981. The 
composition of the pool of respondents closely paralleled· that of the entire 
SES. About 60% of the respondents elaborated on their answers with written 
comments. (Selected examples ~re included in Appendix A.) 

Where this report discusses th~ collective viewpoints and experiences of 
SES members Government-wide, we can be 95% confident that the executives' 
attitudes and reported observations are within three percentage points of what 
is reported in the survey results. It should be noted, however, that the report 
also contains tables summarizing the viewpoints and experiences of SES members 
in those departments and agencies where we received sufficient responses to 
provide statistically reliable information. The possible range of error in the 
data for specific agencies is larger than for the Government as a whole because 
of the smaller number of respondent~. Each table shows the number of 
respondents and possible range of error by agency. 

A follow-up survey was conducted through structured telephone interviews 
with 100 career SES members during the third and fourth weeks in March 1981. 
This survey focused particularly on whether there was evidence that the 
statutorily imposed 120-day moratorium on performance appraisals and involuntary 
reassignments for career executives following the change in Administrations was 
being vjolated •. 

!.I MSP8's initial study did not examine all of the changes which the SES 
system was intended to bring about. For example, the study did not explore the 
implementation of executive development programs, executive mobility, the 
operation of Executive Resources Boards, or how effectively the new management 
flexibilities to reassign or remove executives were being utilized. 



CHAPTER ONE 

MADR FEA lURES OF THE SENIOR EXECUTlVE SERVICE 

Goals of the Senior Executive Service. The Senior Executive Service 
replaced the patchwork of the so-called "supergrade" system which existed before 
passage of CSRA. Generally speaking, that system included all positions 
classified at grades GS-16 through GS·18 under tile general Federal pay 
schedule. However, those positions were neither conceived of nor managed as a 
coherent executive corps. The CSRA intended to replace this patchwork by 
creating "a cadre of extraordinarily competent and dedicated people who will be 
accountable for the execution of Government programs.n '!_/ 

The architects of the Senior Executive Service planned that it would 
accomplish this goal by: 

• Eatabli1hing effective performance appraieal eyaterM for executive•. 

Although performance . appraisals were required under the former 
supergrade system, they often bore little relationship 
to actual job requirements, but instead focused on personality 
traits. Likewise, ratings under this system were not directly 
linked to major personnel management decisions, such as the 
individual's level of pay. 

Under the SES system, agencies must establish per.formance 
appraisal systems that: 

identify the critical elements of each individual's job; 

specify standards of performance for those elements; 

link salary, bonuses, and cash awards · to the achievement of 
specific performance objectives; and 

serve as a basis for determining whether an executive 
will be retained in SES. 

'l_/ Statement by Alan K. Campbell, former Director, U.S. Office of Personnel 
Management in Senior Executive Service, u.s. Office of Personnel Management, 
February 19BO, OPM Document 127~56-6. 
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• Providing a compensation ayatem and other condition• of employment 
de•lgned to attract, retain,. and motivate highly competent senior 
executives. 

The ttsupergrade" compensation system was one of "rank~in
position •11 Each executive•s salary was linked directly and 
rigidly to the grade level (GS- !6, 17, or 18) of the position 
which the executive occupied, subject to uniform and routinely 
granted longevity increases within the pay range of each grade. 
The system provided limited opportunity for salary adjustments or 
cash awards. 

The S£5 system introduced the "rank-in-person" compensation 
system to Federal civilian executives. Agencies have authority 
to adjust an executive's base pay within the range of SES pay 
rates in order to attract outside candidates to SES, to retain an 
excellent employee who might otherwise leave, to reward 
consistently effective performance, or for similar reasons. In 
addition, executives may be rewarded for high level performance 
with bonuses (currently up to 20% of base salary) and rank awards 
(lump sum payments of up to $20,000). 

The SES system also provides executives with the opportunity for 
sabbaticals, and permits them to accrue unlimited amounts of 
annual leave (which may be paid in a lump sum upon the 
executive•s leaving federal service). 

• Providing agency head• greater flexibility in removing executive• who 
fail to meet performance standard• eetebllehed by their euperviaora. 

Under the supergrade system, executives could be removed for poor 
performance only through "adverse action" procedures. Those 
procedures imposed a heavy burden of proof on the agencies, and 
were complicated by the executive's right to appeal both the 
merits and the procedure followed in the removal action to the 
U.S. Civil Service Commission (CSC), OPM's predecessor. 

Under the SES system, each agency must establish a Performance 
Review Board (PRB). PRB's review the initial appraisal of each 
executive's performance made by the executive's supervisor, and 
recommend a final performance rating for each executive. 
However, the final decision on the performance rating lies with 
the appropriate appointing authority, usually the head of the 
agency 1 who may accept, reject or modify the PRB's 
recommendation. Executives may be removed for poor performance, 
and have no right of appeal from such removal, although they are 
entitled to an informal hearing before the MSPB. 

An executive who believes that his or her removal constltutes a 
prohibi~ed personnel practice may challenge that removal by 
filing a complaint with the Office of the Special Counsel of the 
MSPB. 
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Under the SES system, executives with career appointments have 
"appeal" rights to MSPB only when they are removed for such 
11non-performance11 reasons as misconduct, neglect of duty, or 
mal feasance in office. 

• Providing agency heada greater flexibility in reassigning •enlor 
executive• to other position• to be•t accomplith the agency'• 
mi•tion. 

Under the supergrade system, executives could be reassigned to 
other positions---even at the same grade level---only with the 
approval of the CSC. Movements of executives to lower-graded 
positions, or movements resulting in a reduction in "rank" in the 
organization, required the use of the adverse action procedures 
described earlier. 

Under the SES system, agencies may reassign executives to any 
other SES position in the agency for which they are qualified. 
There is no requirement for approval by the U.S. Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM). 

• Offering increased promotion opportunitiea to career executivea. 

Under the supergrade system, executives had promotion 
opportunities to GS-16, 17, or 18 positions. Promotions beyond 
these grades to the Executive Level ranks were rare. 

The SES system includes the next higher Je11el executi'le position, 
Executive Level V, thereby increasing promotion opportunities for 
members. SES members may also accept Presidential appointments 
to Executive level positions and carry with them their SES 
status, salary, and benefits. Such executives have guaranteed 
fallback rights to SES when their Presidential appointments are 
terminated. 

• Mandating the eetabliahment of E)(ecutive Resources Board• (ERB), 
compoeed of agency management official•, to conduct the merit etaffinq 
procese for career SES appointee•. 

Under the supergrade system, ERB's were recommended but not 
required. 

Under the SES system, ERWs review 
candidates for executive positions 
recommendations on candidates 
authority. §.I 

the 
and 
to 

qualifications of 
provide written 
the appointin_g 

§..J The U. S. Office of Personnel Management also issued guidance recom
mending that agencies use ERB's to establish the agency's executive personnel 
policies, and to oversee such functions as executive development, position and 
pay management, performance appraisal, awarding bonuses ant:! rank awards, and 
discipline and removal of executives. 
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Safeguard• Against Politlcizatlon 
r 

CSRA also established specific protections to guard against 
"poli ticization" of the SES. They include requirements that: 

• No more than 10~ of SES positions Government-wide, and no more than 
25% in any agency., may be filled by nan-career executives. (Prior to 
CSRA, there were no limitations on the number of non-career 
appointees.) ]_I 

• Positions which require impartiality or the publi:- s confidence in the 
impertiali ty of the Government must be designated as "career
reserved." Such "career-reserved" positions can only be filled by 
cai:"eer exec utives. 

• In order to prevent new agency leadership from making premature 
pers,onnel decisions affecting career SES members based on insufficient 
understanding of the career executive's competence or the needs of the 
agency, career SES members may not be: 

involuntarily reassigned to another position with in the agency 
for 120 days foJlowing the appointment of a new agency headj 

involuntarily reassigned within 120 days after the appointment of 
the executive's immediate supervisor, if that supervisor is a non
_career appointee and has authority to reassign the career memb e r; 
or 

given a performance appraisal earlier than 120 days after the 
beginning of a new Administration. 

• When a career SES member's performance rating is being reviewed 
by the agency's PRB, the majority of the PRB 1s members must be career 
appointees (except in the case of a smaller agency wh ere OPM has 
determined that t here are not enough career apppointees available to 
comply with this provision.) Thus, the PRB's are intended to act as 
buffers against arbitrary or retaliatory personnel actions. 

Convenion to SES 

Federal executives with career or career-conditional appointments who were 
employed pr ior to the date the SES system became effective were given the option 
of either converting to SES on July !3, 1979, or declining conversion and 

7/ Career executives have "career appointments," and are selected through a 
competitive "merit staffing process.'' Their managerial qualifications must be 
approved by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Non-career executives have 
11non-career appointments11 and are not selected through a competitive "merit 
staffing process." Instead, each agency approves its own candidates' technical 
and managerial qualifications for the position. 
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retaining their current appointment, rights, and benefits. Executives in SES
designated positions with excepted appointments or limited executive assignments 
were given the option of accepting a non-career SES appointment. !./ 

e About 98% of the incumbents of SES-designated positions chose to enter 
SES. 

• Those career executives who accepted appointment in the SES are at 
least arguably more "vulnerable" in some ways. For e)(ample, SES 
career executives are subject to involuntary reassignments and are 
theoretically more vulnerable to removal for poor performance, 
reduction in pay, end demotion than they were under the former 
supergrade system. (Whether or not agencies will use these 
authorities widely is yet to be seen.) 

e Along with such putatively higher risks for career executives, the SES 
system was intended to hold aut the potential for increased 
compensation (salary increases, bonuses, and rank awards), added 
benefits (e.g., unlimited annu.al leave accrual), and promotion to top 
policy-making positions. 

• On the other hand, executives with non-career appointments under the 
former supergrade system who entered SES on a career appointment 
gained both more job security and the opportunity for greater 
compensation· and benefits. 

Executive Compensation 

The SES compensation system has not operated as many hoped it would under 
the laws governing executive pay. 

In 1975, the Congress enacted the Executive Salary Cost-of-Living 
Adjustment Act (Public Law 94-82), requiring the adjustment of congressional and 
other top Federal officials' salaries by the same amount as the annual pay 
adjustments made in the CivH Service General Schedule. However, with the 
exception of the adjustment in October 1975, the Congress has either voted to 
reduce or suspend entirely the salary increases which would have occurred had 
the law been allowed to operate freely. Consequently, the salaries of Federal 
executives "have fallen drastically behind both the corresponding group in the 
private sector from which the Government must recruit its leaders and the 
economy in general." '' Moreover, · the salaries of all members of the SES 
are today "capped" at l50, 112.50, even though the SES pay schedule nominally 
provides for higher annual rates. 

!I Federal executives with "career-type" appointments in the excepted 
service, and executives with excepted appointments who also hed reinstatement 
rights to the competitive service were also given the opportunity to accept a 
career SES appointment in July 1979. 
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These limitations have resulted in "pay compression, 11 a situation in which 
all SES members (and in many cases the executive's subordinates) earn the same 
basic salary, despite significant differences in individual responsibilities and 
authority. Moreover, the pay ceiling has meant that some executives have 
accepted "promotions" with no increase in pay. 

Linked to this problem are events surrounding the SES bonus system, which 
was intended to motivate and reward high level performance by career 
executives. The law itself limited bonuses to 20% of the executive's basic pay 
and restricted awards to no more than 50% of the number of SES positions in the 
agency. However, because of concern that agencies might use bonuses to 
circumvent the executive pay ceiling and might not award bonuses fairly, the 
Congress, in July 1980, restricted the proportion of SES members who could 
receive annual bonuses to 25% of SES p~sitions in the agency. Subsequently, OPM 
further limited the number of bonuses to 20% of an agency's SES positions. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Tt-E IMPACT OF SES INCENTIVES 

The framers of the CSRA made clear that they viewed the task of reform 
principally as one of assuring the rights of the taxpaying public, rather than 
merely a balancing of the narrower "rights of employees" and the "flexibilities 
of management." 10/ The polar star of the CSRA is the thesis that "the 
public has a right to an efficient and effective Government, which is responsive 
to their needs as perceived by e·tected officials .t' !!/ 

This public right to an efficient and effective government is enshrined in 
the fifth merit principle, which provides that 11the Federal work force should 
be used efficiently and effectively. 11 Jl/ 

The SES system created by CSRA was understood to be crucial to the 
successful attainment of this public right. "Perhaps more than any other 
provision in this bill, the Senior Executive Service can provide the framework 
to meet the Government's management needs." Q/ 

ln pursuit of this end, CSRA established as the policy of the United States 
that: 

A Senior Executive Service should be established to 
provide the flexibility needed by agencies to recruit and 
retain the highly competent and qualified executives needed 
to provide more effective management of agencies and their 
functions, and the more expeditious administration of the 
public business. 1,!1 

Thus, the SES is the heartwood of the merit system. After all is said and 
done, the Federal Government can only be as "efficient and effective" as this 
corps of top career managers. Because of its crucial importance to the health 
of the merit system. we were particularly interested in whether the SES is in 
fact providing "the fJexibi!i ty needed by agencies to recruit and retain the 
highly competent and qualified executives needed. 11 

.!Q/ S. Rep. No. 95-969, 95th Congress, 2d Session 4 (1978), reprinted in 
House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, 96th Congress, lst Session, 
Le islative Histor of the C ivil Service Reform Act of 1978 (Committee Print 
No. 96- 2, 1979 hereinafter cited Sena te Re port • 

!!/ Id. 

12/ 5 u.s.c. Section 2JOJ (b)(5). 

lJ/ H. Rep. No. 95-1403, 95th Congress, 2d Session 5 ( 1978), reprinted in 
House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, 96th Congress, 1st Session, 
Legislative History of the Civil Service Reform Act of l97B (Committee Print 
No. 96-2, 1979). 

14/ Section 3(6), Pub.L. No. 95-454, 92 Stat. lll3 (!978). 
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There is grave doubt that this indispensable end of CSRA is being 
realized. 

Federal executive•, by their 
own report, eay that the SES 
is not achieving the goals and 
objectives set out by the Reform 
Act--that it hae had little 
posiUve impact or, their 
agencies. Only about one in 
four executives (26%) believe 
that SES will improve the 
operation of their agency. 
Shortfalls in meeting the goals 
of the CSRA appear to t?e linked 
directly to the lack of a 
credible and effectiv~ reward 
system for first-rate 
performance. To understand 
this, it is im'portant to 
consider why executives chose 
to join the SES. 

SES members . .. 
, 

Agree 
26% 

.... ' .... .•,•,• .. •.•.•.•,•,• 
~=·=· ;~27% :·:·: ......... 
~=················ I 

Disagree 
48% 

tha t SES wil l i mprove the ope r ation of 
my agency. 

~·"Neither ag ree nor d i sag ree" or " Have 
no basis to judge" 

2. The single moat important inducement for Federal executives to join SES 
was the fact that there was no real alternative; the second major 
inducement was the opportunity for bonusea or rank awards. Nearly 7 out 
of 10 (67%) executives saw SES as the only viable option available to 
them. Many thought that not joining would effectively end their careers, 
that they would thereby forfeit future_ promotions and not be considered to 
be "team players." More than half (56%) said that the opportunity for· major 
bonuses or rank awards was quite important to their decision to join. (See 
figure on page 17. ) 
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3. Executive• are very diallluaioned with their pay altuationJ they feel that 
the Congreee and 0PM have breached their promlae to pay executive• for top 
notch perfonnance. Because the Congress and OPM have reduced the number 
of bonuses the CSRA originally provided for, SES members .believe that the 
Congress and OPM have fa il ed to provide the incentives promised to them 
when they joined SES . More than 6 out of 10 (63%) are dissatisfied with 
the way the bonuses and rank awards systems have actual! y worked out in 
practice . Nearly eight out of 10 (78% ) executives are dissatisfied with 
the ir pa y compared t o that of private sector executives, and an even 
greater percentage (81 %) are dissatisfied with their opportunity to earn 
more in their present position . (See Appe nd ix A f or comments concern ing 
exe cutive compensation.) 
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8. How satisfied are you wilh the following 
aspects of your job? 

6~ 

9. Considering t"Yerythlng. how would y~u rate your 
oveull satisb<tion in your Fedenl pos1llon at the 
presenl time? Your mswer m.ay bt baed on f.ctors 
which wue not mmtloned •bove. 
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· · "V t' f' d" d "Sa ti sfied" to Questions D Pe rcen tage s based on res pondents who 1 nd rca ted ery sa 1 s I e an . . . 

9 8a t hrough 81 and " Completely s a tis f i ed," "Very satisfied," and "Satisfi ed" to Questron · 

~l'erccnta es based on re sponden ts who indicated "Dissa ti sfied" and "Very dissatisfi~d" t~ _ 
frAQueHion~ Sa through !!i and "D issa ti s fie d," "Very dissat i sf i ed, " and "Completely d rssatl s 

fied" to Ques lion 9. "No 
Per cen tages based on respondents who i nd icated "Ne i ther sat~sf ~ ed nor d~ssat~sf: ed :: and 

~ba~i s to j udge " to Ques tions Sa throuQh 8i and " Ne ither sat1sf 1ed nor d1ssa t 1Sf ed to 
uest ion 9. 
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54. Which of the following fildors, If ~y. did )'Q1I 

consider when deciding whether to join SES, ~d 
how lmport~t were they to yoW' ded.sion to join1 

6n 

FACTORS INFLUENCING SENIOR EKECUTIVES' 
OEC ISIONS TO JOIN THE SES 

~Percentages based on respondents who ind icated that" the incentive 
~was "Extremely important" or "Quite important" to their initial 

decision to jo in. 

~ Percentages based on respondents who indicated that the incentive 
~was "Somewhat important" or "Not impor tant at all " to their initial 

decision to j oin. 

0 Percentages based on respondents 'VIho indicated "I did not consider it" 
or "I was not a'Vtare of it" in thefr initial decision to join. 

NOTE: I .S% of the respondents reported that the opportun i ty for unl lmi ted 
annual leave accrual was an important facto r In t heir deci sion to 
join SES. 
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55. How satisfied arc you wlth the cha.rtges SES 
hu brought about in the following areas a~ they 
apply to you per.;onallyc 

SENIOR EXECUTIVES' SATlSFACTlO~ 

WITH SES INCENTIVES 

~Percentages based on respondents who indicated they were "Completely 
~satisfied" or ''Generally satisfied" with SES incentives as they have 

actually played out. 

1'1'jl1Perc:entages based on responde<HS who indicated they were "Generally 
re;,dissatisfied" or "Completely dissatisfied" with SES incentives as 

they have actually played out. 

O Percentages based on respondent~> who indicated "Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied" and "Too soon to tell" to SES incentives as they have 
actuall y p l ayed out. 
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4 . For the majority of executives, other SES incentive s--such aa the oppor
tunity for promotion to top pollcy·making positions, increased job 
mobility, unlimited annual le ave accrual , and aabbatlcala-·were essentially 
unimportant inducements for . joining SES. Fewer than four in ten (38%) 
executives felt the promise of increased promotion opportuni t ies heavi ly 
influenced the ir decision to join. Fewer than 20% of executives viewed the 
opportunity for increased job mobility or sabbat icals as "quite important" 
to their decision . And, fewer than 2% reported that the opportunity for 
unlimited annua l leave accrua l was an important factor ln their decision to 
join SES. Even so, only one out of five (21%) execut ives were happy with 
the way opportunities for sabbati cals have worked out in practice . An even 
sma ller per centage was satisfied with the changes SES has brought about in 
job mobility, promotions to top jobs, and accumu lation of Rnnual leave. 
(See figure on page 17 . ) 

5. Despite the overwh·e tming disillusionment with compensation matters (fr ozen 
base aalarlea and reduced bonus oppor tunities.), e xecutives report that they 
find a high level of Intrinsic satisfaction in their jobs. More than 9 out 
of 10 (9 1%) executives say they are sat isfied with their own jobs--the work 
itself. 94% say they b.elieve that taxpayers ge t t hei r mone y's worth f r om 
the work they do. Eight in 10 (80%) say they have an opportunity to make 
a posit ive impact in their jobs . 

6. Despite th e mitigating 
influence of executi vea' 
satisfaction with their work, 
senior executlves in large 
numbers indica te that it is 
li ~ e ly th e y w i ll leav e 
Government employment in the 
next two years. More than 8 
executives in 10 (8 1% ) said that 
there are insufficent incentives 
in SES to retain highly 
competent executives. Over 
one such employee in four (26%) 
indicated that it was unl ikely 
that they would be working for 
the Federal Gov~rnment two years 
f r om now. 

SES members ... 

.· ..... ·. Agree •'"'• 
12% ;7%; ····· 

Disagree 
81% 

that t he re are su f f icient incentives 
in SES t o retain hi ghly compe t e nt 
executives . 

*' 'Neither agree nor disagree'' or ''Have 
no bas·i s to judge ' ' 
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Another 20% said that there is an 
even chance that they will leave 
Federal employment within two 
years. 15/ {See Table l on the 
following page.) 

Extrapolating these fi~dings to the 
entire SES population of 
approximately 6,800 executives, about 
1, 768 ·predict that they will leave 
Government employment within two 
years. Of these, approximately 72S 
sa y they pl a n to retire; the 
remainder plan to resign. An 
additional 20%, or 1, 360, say there 
is an even chance they could leave 
Government employment. In t otal, 
as many as 3,128 ex ecutives (46% 
of the executive work force) are 
considering leaving their Government 
jobs during the next two years. 

12. If you have your own way, will you be work
ing for the federal Government two years from 
now? 
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15/ These survey rfindings are consistent with the The Report of the Commis
sion on Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Salaries, December 1980, pp. 
18-22. According to that report, '1depressed compensat ion levels are leading to 
increasing difficulties in both recruiting anr1 ret a in ing appointed and · top 
career Executive branch officials ••• the retirement rate for career employees 
at the Executive Level V pay ceiling has increased from 17 .6%. of those eligible 
to retire during the twelve months ending in March 1978 to an astonishing 57.1% 
during the twe lve months ending in March 1980. The increase in the ret irement 
rate for career employees at the pay ceiling between the ages of SS and 59 is 
even greater-·from 15.5% of those eligible for retirement during the twelve 
months ending in March 1978 to 74.6% during the twelve months ending in March 
1980. • • • It is obvious tha t the dramatic increases in retirement rates for 
career employees at the pay ceiling are directly related to the lack of 
increases in pay for these employees." (All SES members are currently at the pay 
ceiling.) 
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TABLE I 

Ql2. If you have your own way, will you be working for the Federal Government two yean from now? 

Number of RESPONSES )) 
SES respondents "Very l ikely" or "It coul d go "Somewhat unlikely" 

Agency for thh question "Somewhat like ly" go either way" or ''Very unlikely" 

Agriculture (54) SO% ( .. 10%) 'f/ 7% IJ% 
Vetera08 Administrat ion (48 ) 67% c; 12%) 8% 25% 
Na.vy (44) 64% <! l}%) 18% IB% 
Environmental Protection 

Agency (46) 59% 
National Aeronautics an d 

(,! 13%) 17% 24% 

Space Administration (46) 59% (+ D%) 15% 26% 
Healt h and Human Services (47) 57% (+ 13%) . 19% 23% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (975) 54% r. )%) 20% 26% 
All other agencios (240) 53% <+ J% ) 20% 27% 
Commerce (54) 52% (+-12%) II% J7% 
Justice (29) 52% <+ 17% ) 21% :ZB% 
Army (J9 ) 51% G t s% ) 18% 31% 
Other Department 

of Defenu {57) 49% ( + 12%) 26% 25% 
Treasury (49) 49% (+ 13%) 27% 25% 
Interior OS) 49% (":;: 16% ) 31% 20% 
Air force (38) 47% <+ 15% ) 18% 34% 
Transportation ( 54) 46% c-:; t2%) 22% 32% 
Energy (57) 44% <! 12% ) 19% 37% 
Nuclear Regulatory 

Commiuion (29 ) }8% ( ,! 17%) 38% 24% 

11 Because the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number , the t otal of the reaponaea 
for a apeclfic agency may not aum to 100%. 

?:.1 The number in panntheaia indicates the possible error range , at t he 9S% confidence level, for the associated 
figure. In other words, beaed on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sampling and other random effects could be up to this many percentage points in. either direction 
but thera Is l&as than ~% chance that the "true" figure lies outside the indica ted bracket. Due to tha error 
ranges shown·, differencea between cloaely·ranked agencies ere nCi't"St'8tistica lly significant. 
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7. Among those already in the SES, a significant number 1eem to be having 
second thoughts about having joined. One in ten ( 10%) of current SES 
members surveyed said that they would seriously consider leaving the SES t o 
accept a GS-15 position in their agency in the same kind of work if the 
opportunity arose. Another 15% said they were not sure, but might consider 
it. . 

8. Among thole mid-level employees not yet in SES but in the pool of candi
dates who will be expected to someday flU SES poaitlona, SES ia becoming 
alanningly unattractive. In a separate study conducted by the Office of 
Merit Syster:ns Review and Studies , Federal employees in grades GS-13 through 
GS-15 were asked if the incentives in SES were suff iciently attractive to 
make them want to join if they were offered a "job t hey would like to 
have." Only one· in ten (9%) said definitely yes. Perhaps even more 
surprising was the . fact that 40% of these employees said probably or 
definitely no. Overall, only about three in ten (3 1%) GS-13 to GS- 15 
employees said they are likely to join SES if offered a job. 

(Responses from GS-1 3/1 5 employees) 
13a. Are the incentives of the Senior Executive 
Service (SES) sufficiently attractive to make you 
want to join the SES, assuming you are offered a 
job you would like to have? 
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CHAPTER 11-REE 

SES PERFORMAI\CE APPRAISAL AAD PERFORMANCE AWARD SYSTEMS 

One of CSRA's pr incipal goals was to forge within the merit system a strong 
link between the individual Federal employee's performance and the rewards and 
sanctions of the workplace. This strong link is explicitl y articulated in the 
sixth merit principle, which provides: 

Employees should be retained on the basis Of the 
adequacy of their performance, inadequate performance should 
be corrected, and employees should be separated who cannot 
or will not improve their performance to meet required 
standards. 1§./ 

The. same concept is expressed in another dimens ion in the third merit 
principles, which prov ides that "appropriate incent ives and recognition sho~ld 
be pro~ided for excellence in performance." Jl./ 

. ' 

The CSRA embodied these general concepts into spe cif ic systems for 
performance appraisal and performance. awards for the SES. The high hopes of the 
architects of these systems were express as follows: 

In the SES, rank will be based on an executive's 
individual talents and performance, not the position. 

Evaluation o f executives in the SES will be based on 
their actual performance. Those whose work is except ional 
will be e l igible for performance awards. In addition, the 
psychic rewards will be considerable; ser ving in the SES 
will be an honor because it wi ll be earned on merit . Those 
executives who cannot or do not · live up to its standards 
will be removed, but their ri ghts will be pro
tected. 18/ 

We address in this chapter how well the ideal of this fundamental link in 
the reformed civil service has been forged on the anvil of reality . 

.!§./ 5 U.S.C. Section 2301 (b){6). 

J:!/ 5 U. S.C. Section 2301 (b)(J). 

18/ Senate Report at 11. 
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9. SES performance apprai•al •y•teiN are ln pi ace. Near I y all ( 9 3% ) S E 5 
members covered in the survey said that performance standards had been 
established for their current position. Only a handful of executives (7%) 
reported that they had no specific standards at the time of the survey. 
However, this does not appear to be a serious problem, since it is likely 
that factors such as changing job requirements or movement between 
positions account for the. absence of standards for this small group. 

EXECU TIVES REPORTED THAT ... 

• They have a rather good idea or 
know almos t exactly what t heir 
s tandards a re (Q 38) 

• They developed standards themselves 
jointly with their superv isor, or ~~~~~~~~ ........ ~ .............. ~ 
they had a chance to comment on 
standards developed by supervisors 
(Q 37) 

• Their performance standards are in 
pl ace (Q 36) 

• Their performance standards are 
about r1ght in terms of difficul ty 
(Q 39) 

• Their performance standards are 
rational or very rational (Q 40) 

• The standards cover the most 
important e lements of the job to a 
very grea t or considerable extent 
(Q 42) 

• Performance was fa i rly and 
accurately rated-''mos t ly" 
or "complete! yl' (Q45) 

0 I 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 l 00% 
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10. There l• no evidence that perfonnance •tandard• are ~elnfJ arbltf'arily 
impoted. Virtually all (97%) of those with performance standards partici
pated in some measure in their development. Only 3% said their standards 
were developed 11unilaterally" by their superiors. (See Table 2 below.) 

TAAL£ Z 

QJ7. Who determined your current performance standards? 

RESPONSES !I 
"I did, alone." 

"( did, primarily, "My immediate 
with some contribution or hiqher "My immediate or 
from my supervisor," or I eve I supervisor higher level 

Number of "They were jointly de termined them supervisor 
SES rupondents developed, involving and then asked determined them 

Agency for this question me and my aupervisor." for my comments. " unilaterally." 

Air Force 03) 100% (+ 0% ) 'l.l 0% 0% 
Energy (50 ) 100% (+ 0%) 0% 0% 
Agriculture (55 ) 100% G 7%> 0% 0% 
National Aeroneutlca and 

Space Adminiattetion (45) 96% 
Other Department 

(! 6%) 4% 0% 

of Defense ( 56) 95% (.!,. 5% ) 4% 2% 
Navy (38) 95% (+ 7% ) 5% 0% 
Transportation (52) 94% c+ 6% J 6% 0% 
Treasury (42) 91% <+ 8% ) 5% 5% 
Commerce (46) 91% G. 7% ) 9% 0% 
Environmental Protection 

Agency (46) 91% (+ 7%) 7% 2% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (897) 89% c+ }%) 8% J% 
Army 06) 89% (+ -10%) B% }% 
Interior (:55) 86% (~ I 1%) II% J% 
All other agencies (ZIJ) 86% (+ 3%) 10% 4% 
Health and Human Servicea (44) 64% (+-10%) 14% 2% 
Ve terana Administr•tion (47) 77% (~ !1%) 15% 9% 
Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (24) 71% (.!, 17%) 17% 13% 
Justice ( 28) 68% <:. 17%) 21% 7% 

"Don't 
know" 

0% 
0% 
0% 

0% 

0% 
0% 
D% 
0% 
0% 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
1% 
0% 
0% 

0% 
4% 

! / Because the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
for a apecific agency m•y not aum to . IOO%. 

~.J The number in parentheels indicates the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level, for the anocieted 
figure. fn other words, based on a llample of this size, one can uy with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to eampling and other random effects could be up to th is many percen taqe pointa in either direction 
but there I~ leu than 5% chance thet the "true" figure lies ~ the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, dl ffe n:nces be lween closely -ranked agencies are not et at ist icell y sl gnificant. 
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ll. E)(ecuth,e• have a good underatandlng of their performance atandarda and 
believe that the standard• are rational. The overwhelming majority. (87%) 
said the standards against which their performance wi 11 be measured are 
appropriate for the level of difficulty, 83% said that the standards are 
rational, and 81% said that the standards cover the elements in their jobs 
which are most important. (See Tables 3 and 4.) · 

TABLE J 

~}9. How would your rate your current performance standa rds with respect to the rlegree of flifficulty you think 
they will pose for you? 

Number of RESPONSES l l 
SES respondents "Much too difficult" "Too easy" or 

Agency for this question "About r ight" or "Too difficult" "Much too easy" 

I . Air force em 94% 
2. National Aeronautics and 

(.! 8%) 1.1 ()O,t, ff/o 

Space Administration (44) 93% (• 7%) 7% O'Yo 
3. All other agencies (212) 91% (;- 2% ) 8% 1% 
4. Agriculture (55) 91% (;. 7%) 5% 4% 
5. Treasury (43) 91% (:; B% ) 2% 7% 
6. Justice (29) 90% (;II%) 7% 3% 
7. Veterans A!tninistration (47) 89% c; 8%) II% 0% 
S. Energy ( 50) 88% (-; 8% ) 10% 2% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (894) 87% "<+ 3% ) 10% }% 
9. Army 06) 86% <+ 10%) 14% ll"lb 

10. Health and Human Services (43) 86% <!tO%) 9% 5% 
J l • Other Department 

of Defense (56) 86% ( .. B%) l}% 2% 
J 2. Interior em 83% (ft2%) II% 6% 
I). Environmental Protection 

Agency (45) R2% ( .. 10% ) JJ% 4% 
14. Navy (J8) 82% (;12%) 16% 3% 
15. Comnerce (45) 80% (!)t%) 16% 4% 
16. Nuclear Regulatory 

Corrmisaion ( 25 ) 1.!0% (+- 15%) 21nb ()% 
17. Transportation (S2) 77% (~10%) t5% 8% 

!/ Because the. percentages in each col1111n were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
for 11 specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

"!_/ The number in patenthesia indicates the possible e rror range, a t the 95% confidence level , for the associated 
fi gure. Jn other words, based on a sample of th is size 1 one ·can say with 95% con ficlence tho t the error 
attributable to sampling and other random effects could be up to this many percentage pointa in either direction, 
but there is less than 5% chance that the "true" figure lie3 outside the inflicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, differences between closely·ranked agencies arc not stati!tically s"1qnificant . 
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TABLE 4 

Q40. 11'1 your opinion. how ra:tional are the standards that your supervisor uses to evaluate your performance? 

Number of RESPONSES ll 
SES respondents "Very rational" or ''Irrational" or 

Agency for this guestion "Rational" "Very irrational" "Not sure" 

I. Navy (38) 9~% (+ 7% ) Z/ )'Yo J% 

2. Agriculture (55) 94% G 5%) 4% 2% 
J, National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (45) 93% <: 7%) 1% 0% 
4. Other Department 

of Defense (56) 91% (+ 7%) S% 4% 
5, Army (}6) 89"AI (+-10%) 6% 6% 
6. Treasury (43) 88% r .. 9%) 70A! $% 
7. Veterans Administration (48) 88% <+ 9%) 8% 4% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE . (898). 83% {!J%) ll% 6% 
8. Environmental Protection 

Agency (46) . 87% (+ 9%} 7% 7% 
9. Energy (50) 86% (;" 9%} 8% 6% 

10. Transportation (52) 83% (';' 9%) 10% 8% 
11. All other agencies (213) 80% (;" 3%) 12% A% 
12. Justice (29) 79% (+-14%) 17% 3% 
JJ. Interior (35) 74% (';' 14%) 17% CJOAI 
14. Health and Human Services (41) 73% c+ IJ%) 20% 7% 
IS. Air force em 73% G. 14%} IS% 12% 
16. Nuclear Regulatory 

(25; Commission 72% (+ 17%) 16% 12% 
17. Corrmerce (46) 72% lt 12%) 20% 9% 

!I Because the percentages in each column were rounded to the .neaTest whol11 number • the total of the responses 
for a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

at The number in parenthesis indicates the possible error range,. at the 95% confidence level. for the BSSOCiflted 
figure. In ·other words, based on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that tl'le error 
attributable to S91Tlllinq and other random effects could be up to this many percentaqe points in ~ither direction, 
but there ia lesll then 5% chance that the "true" fiqure lies outside the indicated bracket. Oue to the erre>r 
ra!'oes shown, diHerences between closely-ranked agencies are not statistically elqnificant. 
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Even though executive• feel 
that perfonnance et~ndarda are 
rational, they are apprehen1ive 
about how the atandard• will 
be applled by their •uper
vhor• in rating their 
perfonnance. Nearly one-third 
(28%) of the executives surveyed 
feel that they exercise only 
limited control over the factors 
that will ultimately detsrmine 
their rating. Furthermore, one 
executive in four (25%) is not 
confident that ·his or her 
supervisor will take into 
account the effect of influences 
beyond the control of the 
executive in appra1s1ng the 
executive's performance. (Such 
fa c.to rs might inc I u de such 
external decisions as shifting 
agency priorities and budget 
reductions.) 

These concerns may be partially 
explained by the executives' 
per cepti ons about their 
supervisors' overall abilities 
and trustworthiness. 

Executive• tend to rate their 
eupervlaora very hi9hly in 
eubject-matter knowledge, but 
eomewhat lea• highly on ability 
to manage people. Over three
fourths (77%) of executives said 
their immediate supervisors have 
a good to very good subject
matter knowledge of the work 
in the organization. Less than 
two - thirds (65%) sa id their 
immediate supervisors were good 
to very good i n obtaining 
results through other people. 
Almost six in ten ( 58%) rated 
their supervisors good to very 
good in their ability to buffer 
their worl< gr.oups against 
unreasonable or conflicting 
demands from outside sources. 
More · than one-half (55%) 
ind icated their supervisors 
"almost always" or 11usually 11 

inspi red them to give extra 
effort to their work. (See 
Tables 5, 6, and 7 on the 
following pages.) 

15. How would you rate your immediate super
visor in each of t~e following areas? . 
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TABLE 5 

Ql5. Ho,w would you rate your immediate supervisor in each of the following areas? 

8. "Knowledge of subject matter" 

Number of RESPONSES !/ 
S£S respondente "Very Good" "Poor" or 

Agency for this gueation or "Good" "Average" "Very Poor" 

I. Energy ( ':i7) 89% (+ 7% ) f./ 5% S% 
2. Trea1ury (48) 88% (+ 9%) 6% 6% 
3. Veterans Administration (48) 85% <+ 9% ) 10% 4% 
4. Agr lcullure (55) 84% <+ 9%) II% 5% 
5. Commerce (54) BO% (+ -10%) 9% II% 
6. Tranaportation (54) 90% <! 10%) II% 9'MI 
7. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commi11ion (29) 79% <• 14%) 7"11 14'141 
' 8, JuaUce ( 29 ) 79% c• t4%) 10% IO'M. 

WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE ( 975 ) 77% l! l% ) 151M. ' 8% 
9. Other Department 

of Dafenae ( 57 ) 71% (• 10%) 17% SIMI 
10. All other agoncies ( 239) 76% r .. J%> 15% 9% 
11. Navy ' (44) 751!{, (.:-12%) 16% 9% 
12. Environmental Protection 

"· 14. 

15. 
16. 
17. 

Agency (46} 74% (+ 12%) 22% 4% 
Army ( .39} 72% <!: IJ%) 10% 18% 
National Aeronautics and 

Space Adminietratlon (46) 72% ( .. 12%) 2"4% 4% 
Interior (JS) 66% (t 15%) 26% 9% 
Air F'orco 08) 66% (;: 14%) IB% 16% 
Health and Human Service• (48) 60% G IJ%) )5% 4% 

!/ Becauee the percentage• In aech column were rounded to the neareet whole number, the total of the reapofl&ea 
for a epeclfic agency ~ay not eum to 100%. 

f./ The number in parentha1l1 indicates the poaaible error range, at the 9S% confidenca (eve I, for · lhe easociated 
figure. In other worde, baaed on a sample of thh size, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sampling .and other rendom effects could be up to this many percentage point& in either direction 
but there le len than 5'*a chance that the "true" figure lies outside the indicated bracket. .Due t'o the error 
ranges shown. differences between closely-ranked aqencies are not statistically siqnlficant. 
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TABLE 6 

QIS. How would you rate your immediate supervisor in each of the followinq areas? 

b. "Ability to obtain results through other people" 

Number of RESPONSES J.l 
SES respondents ''Very good" "Poor .. or 

Aqenci' for this question or "Good" "Average" "Very Poor:" "Not sure" 

Veterans Administration (45) 81% (~ 10%) £/ 8% 10% 0% 
National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (45) 78% (+ II%) 9% 13% 0% 
Agricul lure (55) 76% (; 10%) 20% 4% 0% 
Transport atiqn (53) 74% (; II%) IS% II% 0% 
Justice (29) 72% <! IS%) 17% !0% 0% 
Other Department 

of Defense (57) 68% (+ II%) 25% 7% 0% 
Energy (56) 68% ('; II%) 2}% 9% 0% 
Ait ~-orce (J7) 68% (; 14%) 8% 24% 0% 
Treasury (49) 67% (~ 12%) 22% 10% 0% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (968) 65% (+ 3%) 20% 15.% 0% 
Navy (44) 66% ( . - 13%} 2J% 9% 2% 
Army (39) 64% (; 14%) 18% I8°A> 0% 
Commerce (54) 61% (+ i2%) 17% 22% 0% 
All other aqenciee (2)6) 61% l.! 3%) 20% 17% 2% 
Environmental Protection 

Agency (45) 60% <· IJ% } 22% 18% 0% 
Interior (3S) 60% <! 15% ) 23% 17% 0% 
Nuclear R.egul a tory 

Commission (29 ) 59% (. 17% ) 28% 10% J% 
Health and Human Services ( 48.) 54°-b <! 13% ) 31% 15% o% 

!/ Because the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the response 
for a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

'f/ The number in parenthesis indicates the possihle error ranqe • at the 9S% cnnfinence level, for the associate 
figure. ·In other words, based on a sample of this aize, one can say with . 95% confidence that the errc 
attributable to eampllng and other random effects could be up to this many percentaqe points in either directio 
but there is less than S% chance that the "true" figure lies outside the indicated hracket. Due to the errc 
ranges shown, differences between closely-ranked aqencie$ are n(it""St'Qtistically siqnificant. 
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TABLE 7 

Q21. How often does the supervisi on you get make yoll feel th a t you want to qivp, P.xtra e ffort to your work? 

Number of RESPONSES lf 
SES respondents ''Almost always" "Ra rely" or 

Agenc-y for this question or "Usually" ."Some Limes" "Almost never" 

I. Agriculture (S S) 73% (+ I I 'Yn} '!_I 16% 11% 
2. Veterans Administration ( 48 ) 71% (~ 12%) 13% 17% 
3. Treasur y (49 ) 67% (! 12% ) 16% 16% 
4. Other Department 

of Defense ( ~7} 63% (+ II%} 18% 19% 
5. Army (}9) 62% (~ 14%) 13% 26% 
6. Navy (44) 6L% (~ 13%) 21% 18% 
7. Energy (57) 60% <t 12%) 23% 18% 

WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE: (974) 55% (+ J%} 20% 24% 
B. Tranaportati on (54) 54% (!-I Z%) 19% 28% 
9, National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (46) 54% ( + I J%) 24% 22% 
10. All other agencies (239) SJ% ~ .. 3%) 18% 29% 

{+-17%) IJ. Justice (29) 52% 28% 21% 
12. Air Force 08} 50% G 1s%l 18% 32% 
IJ. Environmental Protection 

14. 

15. 
16, 
17. 

Agency (45 ) 1.19% <.:. 14%) Jl%, 20% 
Nuclear Regul a tory 

Commission (29) 48% (+ 17% ) 28% 24% 
Health and Human Services (48) 48% (:; IJ% ) 2,% 29% 
Interior ()4) 44'Yo <+ 16%) 21% 35% 
Commerce (54) J7% G tz%> 28% 35% 

!I Becauae the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
far a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

!I The number in parenthesis indlc ates the possible error ranqe, at the 9S% confide nee level 1 for the as Bee i a ted 
figure. In other words 1 based on a samp le of this s ize, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sampl ing and other random effects could be up to this many oercentage points in either rllr"!'ct i on 
but tnere is !ess than 5% chance that the "true'' fiqure lies outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown 1 differeoces between closely~ranked agencies are not statis~ice!ly siqnificant. 
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14. Roughly one-third of SES members expressed some difficulty in their 
relationships with their supervisors. Thirty-one percent said that they 
had only "some" to "very little or no" trust and confidence in their boss. 
About the same percentage 03%) reported that they tack effective two-way 
communication with their supervisors. More than one out of three (36%) 
also expressed reservation about the extent to which their supervisors 
understood the problems involverl in their jobs. (See Tables 8 and 9.) 

TABLE B 

Gll7. How much trust and confidence do you have in your immec1iate supervisor? 

RESPONSES J.J 

Number of "Some" 
SES responden~s "A great deal'' or "Little" 

Aqe~cy .for th_is guest.ion or "Quite a bit" "Ver:i I itt I e or nona" "No basis to judge" 

Agriculture (55) 92% (• 9%) !.I 18% 0% 
Treaaury (49) 92% (.!,-10%) 18% 0% 
National Aeronautics and 

Space Adminjatretion (46) 78% (+ II%) 22% 0% 
N~vy . (43) 77% <! I:Zo/o) 21% 2% 
Other Department 

of Defense (57) 75% (+ 10%) 25% 0% 
Energy (57) 75% (-; 10%) Z}% 2% 
Veterans Administration (48) 73% (-; 12%) 27% 0% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (9n) 69% l+ 3%) Jl% 0% 
Army 09) 69% {i>- 14%) )I% 0% 
Air Force 08) 68% '(! 14%) 32% 0% 
Environmental Protection 

Agency (46) 67% { t 13% ) :n% 0% 
Transportation (54) 65% ( ; J 2% ) 35% 0% 
All other sgenciea (239) 64% "( .. 3% ) J5% 1% 
Interior (:55) 63% ( +-15% ) 37% O% 
Justice (29) 62% <! 17% ) 38% O% 
Nucle er Regulatory 

Commission (29 ) 59% (+ 17%) 38% Jo/o 
Health and Human Services ( 48 ) 58% (; 1}%) 40% 2% 
Commerce (54 ) 56% <! 12%) 44% 0% 

!1 6ecause the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responsea 
for a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

;1 The number in parenthe1ie indicates the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level. for the auociated 
figure. In other worde, baeed on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sampling and other random effects co'uld be up to this many percentaqe points in either direction 
but there is less than S% chance that the "true" figure lies outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown 1 differences between closely-ranked agencies are not statistically signi fie ant. 
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TABLE 9 

Ql6. To what extent is there effEictive two-way communication t>etween you and your immediate supervisor? 

RESPONSES !f 
Number of "To some extent" 

SES respondents "To a very qreat extent" or "To a little extent" 
Agency for this guestion "To a considerable extent" or "To no extent" 

Agriculture ( ~5 ) 82% (+ 9% ) y 18% 
Army (39 ) 79% (+-12% ) 21% 
Energy ( 57 ) 77% (; 10% ) 2}% 
Navy (4} ) 74% C:t 12% ) 26% 
Other Department 

of Defense (57) 72% (!_ II%) 2fl% 
National Aeronautics and 

Space Adminlatration (46) 70% ( .. 12% } 31% 
Justice ( 29) 69% (; 16%} 31% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (975) 67% ( .. J% } 3}% 
Health and Human Services (48) 67% (+ -12% ) :S3% 
Tteaeuty (49) 65% ,-; 12% ) 35% 
Transportation (54) 6)% ,-; 12% ) 35% 
Veterans Administration (48) 65% (~ 12%) }5% 
All other agencies (2>9) 63% (!. 3% ) 37% 
Environmental Protection 

Agency (46) 63% (+ IJ%) J7% 
Interior 05) 6}% (~ 15%). 37% 
Air Force 08) 61°~ <! IS%) 39% 
Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (29) 59% (+ 17% ) 41% 
Commerce (54) 52% (~ 12% ) liS% 

ll Because the percentages in each column were rounded to the neFltest whole number, the total of the response:~ 
for a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

Z./ The number in patenthesis indicates the possible error ranQe, at the 95% confidence level, for the associated 
figure. ln other words, based on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sampling and other ranclom effects could he up to this many percentaqe points in either direction 
but ihere is iess then ;;% chance that the "true" iiqure iies outside the indicated hraci<et. Due to tne error 
ranges shown, differences t>etween closely-ranked agencies are n~i9tically siqni fie ant. 
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Aside from the broader implications which·· these findings pose for overall 
management efficiency t these factors may indicate a general uneasiness 
which would complicate the performance appraisal process and contribute to 
employees• feelings that the rr performance will not be fairly asses·sed. 

1 S. Political appointees lnaplre slightly leas trust and confidence 'in the 
executives they supervise than do SES members who aupervlte other SES 
executives. Thirty-six percent of executives whose supervisors are 
political appointees reported that they had only "some" to "very little or 
no" trust and confidence in their supervisorst while slightly fewer than 
one-third (JOo/o) of executives whose supervisors are SES members expressed 
the same lack of trust and confidence in their bosses. It should be 
pointed out that even this slight difference in perception may well be 
further diminished after career executives and politlcal appointees have 
had time to become acquainted with each other and overcome initial 
apprehensions. 

16. Although eame executive• do not fully trust their aupervlaora, the over• 
whelming majority of executives who had received perfonnance rating• felt 
the rating• in themselvet were fair. Practically everyone in the survey 
(90%) had had one appraisal under the new system. Overall, their reactions 
were positive. Nearly four out of five (79%) believed that their ratings 
were fajr. However, mnre than one-third (35%) believed that the apprajsal 
had not been helpful. 

17. Senior . executives are highly skeptical that their performance appralaals 
will actually have an impact on peraonnel decl1ions affecting them 
personally. More than one·third (36%) felt that their recent performance 
appraisal affected npositive" personnel actions concerning them (such as 
promotions, awards, or training) only to "a little" or "no" extent. (See 
Table 10 on the folJowing page.) 
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TABLE 10 

Q4B. To what extent did your most recent performance appraisal affect personnel decisions involving you peraonally 
(such ae promotions, awards, training opportunities, reassignments, or other personnel actions)? 

Number of RESPONSES !I 
SES reseondents "To a ver~ greet extent" or "To some "To a little extent" 11Too earl~ 

Agency for this question "To a considerable extent" e)( tent" or "To no e)(tent" to know" 

1. National .Aeronautics and 
'!I Space A.aninislration (38) 61% <.t 15%) 8% 26% 5% 

z. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (V) 48% (+ 20%) 26% 26% 0% 

J. Air Force (30) 43% <! 17%) 7% 47% 3% 
4. Environmental Protection 

Agency (42) 43% (t 14%) 14% J6% 7% 
5. Navy (35) 4J% (_;"I~%) 17% 37% J% 
6. All other agencies ( lBO) 42% r. 5%} 14% JO% 14% 
1, Energy (48) 42% (t-)j%) 10% 40% B",(, 

B. Justice (27) 41% (t' 18%) 7% 4)n,{, II% 
9 , Treasury (37) 41% (; 15%) 16% )2% II% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (797) JB% f+ }%) IJ% 36% 13% 

10. Interior (JO) 37% (+-16%) 2(1!(, J7% 7% 
It, Veterans Aaniniatration (42) 36% (; IJ%) !~ 41% 5% 
12. Army 01) 35% (-; 16%) !0% 55% 0% 
D. Health and Human Services {4)) 30% <! IJ%) 12% 39% 19"A. 
14. Other Department 

of Defense {49) 29% (t 12%) 10% 43% IB% 
I~. Corrmerce (44) 27% c+ t2%) ll% 41% 21% 
16. Agriculture (48) 21% (; II%) 10% 35% ::n% 
17. Transportati?n (47) 17% <! 10%) 17% 38% 28% 

!I Becauaa the percentagea in ~ach column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
for a ~pacific agency r:nay not sum to 100%. 

Y The number in parenthesis indicates the possible error ranqe , Rt ·the 95% confidence level, for the associated 
f igure . In other words, baaed on a sample of this size, one can sey with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sampling and other random effects could he up to this many percentage points in either direction, 
but there is less than S% chance that the "true" fiqure lias ~ the inrfrcated bracket. Due to the error. 
ranges ahown, differences between closely-ranked agencies are not statistically significant. 
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t8. A significant percentage of executives doubt that they would be removed 
from the~r positions for poor performance. Sixteen percent felt it was 
unlikely that they would be removed from their job if they performed poorly 
in the eyes of their supervisor. Another 23% said there was only a 50-SO 
chance of .being removed for poor performance. The perception that there is 
a low probability of remo11al from SES for poor performance is consistent 
with practice. thus far. According to information agencies have provided to 
OPM, only one career executive has been removed from SES for poor 
pe_r::.fo_rmance as of July 1, 1981. (We no te, however, that it is reasonable 
to suppose that agencies have dealt with some "marginal" executives by 
reassignment or by allowing the.m to resign, retire, or accept a demotion; 
such instances generally would not be detectable from formal records.) (See 
Table 11 below;) 

TABLE II 

Q50. If ynu were to perform ~oorly in the eyee of your ... pervieor, how likely ia it that you would be re.moverl from 
your position? 

N~erof RESPONSES !I 
SES respondent• 'Very likely" or "Could qo ''Somewhat unlikely" 

Agencx for thi• question ''Somewhat Ji.l<ely" either way" or ''Very unlikely" ''Not Sure" 

1. Agriculture (55) 76% (.: IO'Ib) £1 9% ~ 9% 
2. Natinnal Aercinautica and 

Space Atrninistration (46) 72'1(. <.: 12%) 17% II% 0% 
). £nvirorrnental Protection 

Agency (4S) 6N (+ 13%) 2alb II% 2% 
4. Navy (42) 67% <+ IJ%) 21% 12% In, 

5. Justice (29) 6S% <! 16%) 28% N 0% 
6. Other Department 

of Defense (57) 611!1. (+ II%) .23% 12% 3% 
7. Treasury (~) 61% (; H%) 2')% 14% 0% 
8. Interior t ) 60% (; lS%) 29lb . 9% J% 
9. All other aqenciea {2)8) SN r. ''~~~> 22% 17% 4tlb 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE {969) 57% (.; )%) 2)% 16% S% 

10. Air Force (37) S4% (+-IS%) 22% 19% S% 
II • Emm~y (57) Sl'lb (-; 12'*.) 251!1. 21% )% 
12. Comnerce (54) 50% {; 12%) 17% . 24% 9% 
1). Trenaportation . (54) 50% <! 12%) 20% 17% 1:5% 
14, Nuclear Regulatory 

Comnieaion (29) 48% (+ 17%) 24% 21% 7% 
IS. Veterans Actniniatratlon (48) 4/f!b c.; n%> )91& In% 6'!1. 
16. Health end Human Services (48) 48% (; 13%} 27% 17% 8% 
17. Army (}7) )80~ . <!. 1~%) 24% 27% ll% 

!I Because the percentagea in each coJLmn were rounded to the nearest. whole numt>er, the total of the responses 
for a specific agency may not ILm to 100%. 

?.I The number in parenthesis indicates the pnuible error range • at the 95% confidence level, for the associated 
ftgute. In other words, based on a sample of thie eize, one can eay with 9~% confidence that the error 
attributable to aampling and other random efteetll could be up to this many percentage points in either direction, 
but there ie l&fl than !)% chance that the "true" figure liea outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error · 
ranges lhown, differences b~tween cloaely-ranked agenciee are not~icelly aiqnificant, 
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19. One of the major goal• of CSRA-
the motivational impact of SES 
bonu1e1-- hal been vitiated by 
the fact that the majority of 
tenlor executive• hold no 
expectation of getting them. 
Less than J out of 10 (26%) 
SES members eligible for bonuses 
f-elt- it lik-ely ttiac ttnry woula 
receive a bonus during the next 
12 months. Only lJ% of eligible 
executives believed it likely 
that they would be given a cash 
or rank award within the coming 
year. (See Tables 12 and 13 
on the following pages.) 

61. What do you regard as the )ikeJihood of your 
r«eiving an SES bonus any time within the next 
Umonths7 

62. What do you regard as the likelihood of your 
receiving a cash or rank awtud any time within the 
next U months7 
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TABLE 12 

Q61. What do }'OU regard at the likelihood of your receiving an SES bonus any 
time within the nut 12 monthe? 

RESPONSES !/ Number of 
SES respondent• 

for thie gueati9n 
•IVery li~ely" or 

''Somewhat likely" 
''Could go ''Somewhat unlikely" 
eitt\er way" or ''Very unlikely" 

1. Other Department 
of Defense (~7) J:l% (!II%) !.I 29% J4% 

2. Environmental Protection 
Agency (45) 34% (+1}%) 2m& 4~ 

l. Transportation (54 ) J$% (;-II%) 19% 47% 
4. Coomerce (5J) J:S% (-;-11%) 10% ~% 
5. Veterana Adminiatratlon (47 ) 31% c+12%> 27% 42% 
6. Air f" orce ()8 ) Jl% (!14%) 22% 47% 
7. Nuclear Regulatory 

(+16%) Corrrniuion (29) 30% 22% 48% 
8. Navy (44) 28% ("+12%) ZJ% 49% 
9. Energy (56) 27% (+H%) 29% 44% 

10. Treeaury (49) 211% {"+II%) 32% 41% 
tl. Army (39) :JO% <"+IJ%) 17% SJ% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (969) 26% <i J%) 26% 48% 

12. National Aeronautics and 
Space Acknlniatretion (46) 24% (+ll%) Jl% 45% 

JJ. Health and 1-ftmsn Services (47) 24% c:m&> 16% 59% 
14. lnterior (35) 26% (.IJ%) J5% JS% 
15. AU other agenciee (23!3) 23% (;.3%) 28% 5!1lb 
16. Justice (29) 19% (;13%) 42% 39% 
17. Agriculture ·(54) 16% C! 9%) 22% 61% 

ll Because the percentBgee in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
for a specific agency may not aurn to 100%. 

!1 The number in parenthesis indicates the poasible error ranqe, at the 9')% confidence level, for the associated 
figure. In other words, based on a sample of this aize, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to a&f'r'4)1ing al"ld other random affects could be up to thhl many percentage points in either direction, 
but there ia leae than .5% chance that the "true" figure lies outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges &hown, differences between cloaely"ranked agencies ere not statistically significant. 

NOTE' The percentages exciude respondents who said they were "ne~t eligible for a SES Mnue.u 
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TABLE lJ 

Q62', What do you regard as the likelihood of your recelvinq a cash or rank award any time within the next 12 
months? 

!I Number of RESPONSES 
SES respondents "Very likely" or ''Could go "Somewhat unlikely" 

Agency for thia guestion ''Somewhat lil<el:z:" either we~" or "Ve r't. Unlikely" 

I, Environmental Protection ~I 
Agency (45) JO% (-tl2.%) 29% 4)% 

2. Veterans Adminietration (47) 17% ( +"10%) 21% 62% 
J, All other aqenc::ies (2J5) 18% 
4. Other Department 

G: 2%> 23'*» 59% 

of Defense (57) 17% (+ 9%) 22% 61% 
S. Interior (J5) 16% ,., 1%) }S% 49% 
6, Army (38) 15% (+JO'lb) 21% 63% 
7. CoflYT\erCe (54) 14% (; 8%) 14% 73% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (963) D% <+ J%) 22% 65% 
8. Treasury (49) 12% <+ 8%) 2}% 64% 
9. Navy (44) II% <+ 9%) 22% 67% 

10. Agriculture (5J) 12% (+ B%) 14% 7}% 
l J. Transportation (SJ) 12% ('+ 8%) 19'1!. 68% 
12. Energy (!>6) 11% ('+7%) 23% 6$% 
n, Justice (29) II% • Gtl%) 33% 56% 
14, Nucle11r Regulatory 

Corrrnission ( 29) I I% (!II%) 26% 6}% 
15, National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (44) 7% (+ 7%) 17% 77% 
16, Air rorce (JS) 5% c; 7%) 16% 79% 
17. Health and Human Service& (48) 4% <fs%l 2J% 6)% 

!I Because the percentaqes in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the response a · 
.for e specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

'!/ The number in parenthesis indicates the possible error ranqe, at the 9~% confic1ence level, for the assoeiated 
figure . [n other words, bned on a sample of thia aize, one can say with 95% confi dance that the error 
attributable to S8fl1lling and other random effects could be up to t his many percentage points in either direction, 
but there Is Jess than 5% chance that the "true" figure lies outsida the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, dilferencea between closeJy-ranked _agencies are n~t stet!sticelly significant, 

NOTE: The percentages elCclude reapondenta who aaid they were "not eliqible for a CBllh or tank award." 
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Only a minority of executive• 
feel . that SES pay Incentive• 
encou~age harmful competition. 
Only 17% of executives mildly 
to strongly agree that SES pay 
incentives lead to harmful 
competition among· executives. 
On the other hand, 49% mildly 
to strongly disagree with that 
p r o p o sit i o n·, a n d J 4% a r e 
undecided. (See Table 14 
below.) 

TABLE 14 

SES members .. . · 

Disagree 
49% 

.-.-............ .--~. 
•:•:•:··.._·3•4·%~·:•:• Agree . ... .,, ... 
·:·:·:...-..-..:·:·:· 1 7.% ••• • • • •••• • 

that SES pay incentives encourage 
harmful competition among executives 
in my agency. 

7< 11Neither agree nor disagree'' or "Have 
no basis to judge" 

Q~ . Based on your personal uperience in your pruent agency, to wh11t extent do you agree with the following 
statements concerning SES? 

d. "SES pay incentives encourag1! harmful competition arnonq ·executives in my agency." 

Number of RESPONSES 1/ 
SES respondents ''Strongly disaqree" 'Neither agree ''Strongly aqree" ''No basis 

Agency for the guestion or "Mildl:t: disagree" nor clisagree" or "Mildl:r:: agree'' to judge" 

I. National Aeronautica and 
£/ Space Acrnini3lration (46) 65% <:t 13%) JJ% 15% 7% 

2. Envirorvnantal Protection 
Agency (li6) 57% (• 10%) IJ% IS% IS% 

J. Navy ~J) 540..t. <+ 14%) 19",0 12% 16% 
4. Interior (J4) 53% <+ 16%) 12% 24% 12% 
5. Energy (57) .St% <+ 12%) 2~ 5% 19% 
6. Health and Human Services (49} ~ <+ 13%) 13% 21% 17% . 
7. Traneportatlon (52) SO% (+ 12%) 19% 21% 10% 
8. Justice (29) 48% (+ 17%} 21% 14% 17% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (957) 49% r .. ''*'' 19% · 17% 15% 
9. Air Force (J6) 47% (+-15%) 19% 19% 14% 

10. Veterans Actninialration (47} 47% <! IJ%} 23% 13% 17% 
II • Other Department , 

(54} ( .. 12%) of DefBnaa 46% 19% 15% 20% 
12. Army "(J9) 46% <+ 15%) IJ% 21% 21% 
JJ, All other agencies (234) 46% r. '"~~~> 2CP'~ IS% 19% 
14. Agriculture (55) 45% . (+-12%) 15% 18% 22% 
l.S. Corrmerce (52) 44% <! 12%) 17% 21% 17% 
16. Nuclear Regulatory 

Coorniuion ( 29} 4!% I • l"t<W.' 28% 2!% tO% \' ...... , 
17. Treasury (47) 38% <! 13%) 26% 21% 15% 

ll Because the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
for a apeclflc agency may not SISTI to IIXl%. 

~I The rvnbe.r in parenthesis indicate. the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level, for the Associated 
figure. Jri other words, baaed on a aample of this size, one can say with 95% confldence that the error 
attributable to sllfll)ling and other random effects could he up to this many percentaqe points in either direction, 
but there ia le5a than S% cnance that the "true" figure lies ~ the indicated brecket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, differencea between closely-ranked agenciee are not statistically significant. 
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Executhea lee giving a 
disproportionate ahare of 
bonuaee to the agency'• top 
executive• as the major problem 
wl th how the bonu• dletrlbutlon 
proeeaa operatee. One-half 
(51%) of executives see bonuses 
going disproportionately to 
executiYes at the top of the 
agency .l9/ 

19/ According to OPM's 
governmentwide figures for the 
initial distribution of SES bonuses 
and rank awards, a mathematically 
disproportionate share did go to 
executiyes at the top three SES pay 
levels. Bonuses or rank awards went 
to 55% of executives in levels S and 
6; to 28% of executives in level 4; 
and to 16% of executives in levels 
1 through 3. 

60. In your opinion, to what extent do you agree 
or disagree with the foJiowing statements about 
how SES bonuses are distributt;<i in your agency? 

100% 

90 

<ll 80 
LJ.J 
<ll 

70 z 
0 
a... 60 <ll 
LJ.J 
a: 50 
LJ.J 
...J 40 cc 
<;! 
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20 u... 
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w 
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UJ 51% ...J 60 t:o 
ct 
ex: 

70 0 
;> 
<;! 80 IJ... 
:z 
:;:::) 90 

m 11Strongly d is agree" or "Mi Idly 
r£J di sagree" 

•• s trongl y a gree' ' or ' 'Mild ly agree" 

"NeI ther a g ree nor di sagree" ·or 
"Don't know" 
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However, an almost equal percentage (45%) report one or more instances in the 
last 12 months where they believe· bonuses were. given to "management favorites" 
without sufficient basis in actual performance, Only a small percentage (6%) 
report one or more instances in the last 12 months where they believe bonuses or 
rank awards were given to executives because of partisan political affilia-
tion. ~!Jl (See Tables IS through 20 on the following pages.) 

59. Have you personally observed any events dur
ing the past 12 months which strongly suggest~d 
to you the possibility of any of the following Jn 

your agency? 

Distributing either a SES bonus o,. 
rank award to "management 
favorites" without sufficient basis 
in actual per forman~ 

Withholding a SES bonus or rank 
award from an employee primar· 
ily because he or she works on 
projects of low visibi~ty or low 
intere!it to top agency 

nagement 

ributing either a SES bonus or 
rank award to an employee 
because of partisan political 
affiliation 

S% 

NOTE; Percentages are based on respond
ents who indicated 11Yesl one instance11 

or "Yes .more than one i nstance11 to the , . 
auestion. It is important to keep tn 
~ ind that several e~ecutives may be 
repo rti ng the same incident. 

20/ It is important to keep in mind that several executives could be 
reporting the same incident. 
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TABLE IS 

Q59. Have )lOu pereonall)l observed any event. durinq the past 12 months which at~ongly auggest~d to you the 
ponibility of any of tl'le following in your· agency? 

a, "Oiatributing either a SES bonua or rank a ward to an employee because of partlaen political affiliation." 

Number of RESPONSES 1J 
SES respondents "Yes, more than one Instance" 

Agency for thia guestlon or ''Yes1 one Instance" "No" 

I. National Aeronautics and 11 
Spaee Ac*-ninlatratlon (46) [)% (+ 0%) 100% 

2. Health and Hlman Service& (J&) 0% (;"Q%) 100% 
3. Army (34) 0% (! 0%) 100% 
4. Nuclear Regulatory 

(28) (+ 0%) ConmiaalOI'I 0% 100% S. Treasury (49) 2% (; 4%) 98% 
6. Interior (J2) J'l6 <! 6%) 97% 
7. Other Department 

of Defense (47) 4% (+ 5%) 96% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERP.GE {767) 6% c:; '"" J 94% 
8, Energy (52) 6% (-; 6%) 94% 
9, Air F'orce (J6) 6% c; 7%) 94% 

10, Corm1erce em 6% (+ 8%) 94% J I , Navy (42) 7% (; 7%) 9}'lb 
12. Juatice (24) 6% Gtl%) 92% 
IJ. All other a.genciee ( 168) 9% (! 4%) 91% 
14. Envlrorvnental Protection 

Agency (43) 12% (+ 9%} 88% 
15. Veterans Attninlatration (47) J)% (;" 9%) 87% J&. Tranaport etlon (21) 14% (~15%) 86% 17, Agriculture {24) 21% (_tl6%) 79% 

ll Becauae the percentages in each column were rounded to the neare•t whole number, the total of the responses 
for a specific agency may not aum to 100%. 

'f/ The m.mber in parenthesis lndlcatea the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level , for the asaocia ted 
figure . In other worda , based on a sample of thia size, one can say with' 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to ~ling and other random enacts could ba up to this many percentage points in either direction, 
but there Ia leaa than 5% chance that the "true" figure Ilea outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranqea ehown, differenc e• between closely-renkArl ege'lcle! ·are nct~icslly sig.-;ificant. 

NOTE: It ia Important to keep in mind that severaJ executive could be reporting the same incident, 
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TABLE 16 

Q59. Have you personally obser~<ed any events during the past 12 months which strongly suggested to you the 
possibility of any of the following in your agency? 

b. ''Dietributing either 111 SES bonus or rani< award t.o "management favoritea" without. ·auffit:ient buia \n 
actual performance." 

Nt.ITiber of RESPONSES !I 
SES reapondal\ta "Yes. more than one instance" 

Agency for thla gueltion or ''Ve:s1 one instance" ''No" 

1. Agriculture (24) 29% (;till%) 'f/ 71% 
2. National Aeronautics end 

Space Acminiatration (43) ~ (+I:J%) 70% 
J. Navy 08) 32% ('+14%) 68% 
4. Justice {22) }2% C+l9%) 68% 
5. Treasury (49) 35% <!)3%) 65% 
6. Health and Human Sarvicea CJ5} 4mb . (+16%) 60% 
7. Army (35) 40% f+t6%) 60% 
8. Commerce em 42% ('+17%) 58% 
9. Veterans Aaniniatration (47) 45% (;IJ%} 55% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (756) 45% \.t3%) 5~ 

10. Air f'orce ()7) 46% (;tl5%) 54% 
II. Other Department 

of Defenae ·(46) 5C% (+14%) 50% 
12. All other egenclet (167) 51% (.; 6%) 49% 
1~. Energy (51) 51% (!n%} 49% 
14. Environmental ProtectiOn 

(+J40') Agency (43) 58% 42% 
IS. Interior (32) 59"' {,tl6%) 41% 
16. Nuclear Regulatory 

Comminion (28) 61% (+18%) J9% 
17. Ttsneportetlon (22} 68% ctl9%) J2% 

J/ Becauae the percentages in each coh.mn wera rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
for a specific agency may not 11\JTl to 100%. 

£1 The number In parenthesis Indicate• the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level, for the associated 
figure. In other words, based on a aaJ1"4)1e of thia aize, one can say· with 95<ra confidence that the error 
attributable to ~ling and othet random effect• could be up to thia many percentage pointa In either direction, 
but there is ieaa than 5% chance that the "true" figure iiea ~ the indicated bracket. Due to il'le error 
ranges shown, differences between cloaely•tanked aoenciea are not statistically significant. 

NOTE: It ia i~ortant to keep in mind that several executive could be reporting the same Incident, 
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Q59. Have you personally observed any events during the past· 12 months which strongly suggested to you the 
possibility of any of the following in your agency? 

c. "Withholding a SES bonus or rani< award from an employee primarily be~BCI!Ie he or she works on projects of 
low visibility or low interest to top aqency agericy management." 

. Number of RESPONSES ll 
sts respondents "Yes, more than ona instance" 

Agency for this guestlon or "Yes 1 one ina(ance" 'No" 

I. Veteran& Administration (46) 9% <! 8%) ~I 91% 
2. National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (44 ) 14% (+10%) 86% 
J. Agriculture ( 2J ) 17% (;15%) 8)% 
4. Transportation ( 22 ) IS% (;16%) 82% 
5. Interior ( JI ) 19% C+lJ%) 81% 
6. Health and Human Services ()6) 20% <+12%) 81% 
7. Treaaury (49) 22% Gl''*' ' 78% 
8. Environmental Protection 

Agency {43) z)q~o { +12%) 77% 
9. Justice (24) 25% (+17%) 75% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (757) 27% (t 3%) 7.3% 

10. All other agencies (169) 29% (; 5%) 71% 
IJ. Army ()4) 32% (-;IS%) 68% 
12, Navy (40) 3911. <!)4%) 6S%· 
IJ. Nuclear Regulatory 

Corrmia~ion (26) JS% (_:tlB%) 65% 
14. Other Department 

of Defen1e (46) }7% (+13%) 6)% 
IS. Energy (SI) 41% (;13%) 59% 
16. Conmerce (JO) 43% (~17'l~} .57% 
17. Air Foree (J7) 46% (,!IS%) 54% 

!/ Bo~:ause the percentages in each colt.rnn were roundod to the neareat whole number, the total of the responses 
for a spe~:iflc agency may not sum to 100%. 

~~ The nlnlber in parenthe•ia indicate& the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level,· for the asaocisted 
figure. In o~her word a, ba.•ed on a sample of thle size, one can say with 95% ~:onfi dence that the error 
attributable to BB~rf!lin9 and other random effP.r.ts ~o•.J!r1 be up to thl ~ m!my percentsge pcint: :~ e ithe~ direct lon, 
but there is · leas than 5% chance that the "true" figure liee outside the indicated bracket, Due to the error 
ranges shown, differences between cloaely-ranl<ed agencies are notStii'ti'Stically siqnificant. 

NOTE: It ia i~rf!ortent to lceep in mind that several executive could be report ing the. aame incident. 
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TABLE 18 

Q60. In your opinion, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about how SES bonuses 
are distributed in your agency? 

8 • "SES performance bon!-'ses in this aqency go primarily to the best perfoJmers." 

Number of RESPONSES 1/ 
SES respondents "Strongly agree" ''Neither agree "Mildly disaqree" or ''Don't 

Agency far this guestion or ''Mildll:: agree" nor disagree" ''Strongll:: disagree" know" 

1. National Aeronautics and ~I 
Space Ad"ninistration (46) 63% (!.IJ%) 4% 28% 4% 

2. Nuclear Regulatory 
(27) OO..b Corrrnisslon ~2% (+18%) II% 37% 

J. Treasury (47) 51% (;14%) 17% 28% 4% 
4. Navy (42) 48% C+t4%l 21% 19% 12% 
5. Agriculture (21) 48% C+2J%l 5% 24% 24% 
6. Health and Human Services (36) 471¥. <+16%) 17% 25% II% 
7. Army (J6) 45% (.16%) 11% Jl% 8% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (766) 43% [+3%) IJ% 32% 12% 
8. Interior 03) 42% (+i6%) 18% 3)'J~ 6% 
9. All other agencies ( J68) 41% c; 6%) ll% 39% 90A. 

10. COI'I'Yl'\erce ()2) 41% Gl6%l 9% 28% 220..1. 
11. Environmental Protection 

Agency (4J) 40% (+14%) 9% 40% 12% 
12, Veterans Acministratlon <48> }8% Cf!3%) IS% 35% 13% 
IJ. Other Department 

of Defense (47) 36% (+ 1)%) 21% 23% 19% 
14. Justice (25) 36% (tiB%) 4% 40% 20% 
15. Enerqy (~2) })% (+"12%) 15% 35% 17% 
16. Air Force (36) )I% (+14%) 25% Jl% 14% 
17. Transportation (21) 29% <!_I~) S% 29% Jll% 

!/ Bec!lluse the percentages in each column were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responses 
tor a specific 11gency may not eum to 100%. 

?:.1 The number in parentheai• indicates the possible error range, at the 95%. confidence level, for the associated 
fiqure, In other words, baaed on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that tha error 
attributable to s&mpling and other random effects could be up to thia many percentage points in either direction, 
but there is less than 5% chance that the "true" figure lies out11ide the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, differences between closely-ranked agencies are not statiatically significant. 
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TABl..E 19 

Q6ll, In your opinion, to what extent do you agree or di111gree with the followinq statemente about how SES bonuses 
are dlatributed in your agency? 

b. "SES bonuses are distributed disproportionately to executives at the top of the agency." 

NI.ITlber of 
SES respondents 

1or this gueatlon 

1. All other agencies ( 167) 
z. Treasury (48) 
J. Army (36) 
4. Health and HLman Servicee (J7) 
5. National Aeronautics and 

Space Aaniniatration (46) 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (767) 
6, Other Department 

of Defenae (47) 
7. Interior (JJ) 
8. Veteran• Attninittration (47) 
9. Envirormental Protection 

Agency (4J) 
10. Juatlce (25) 
II. Agriculture (21) 
12. Corrrnerce (J2) 
IJ. Navy (42) 
14. Energy (52) 
15, -r:ranaportatlon (21 ) 
16. Air Force (36) 
17. Nuclear Regulatory 

CDITVniulon (28) 

RESPONSES l / 
''Strongly disagree" 

or "Mildly disagree'' 
''Neither agree 
nor disagree" 

24% 
23% 

2}% 

21% 
21% 

21% 
20% 
19% 
16% 
14% 
12% 
10% 

" 8% 

7% 

(+ 6%) y 
(+12.%) 
<+14%) 
(_f'14%) 

(+12%) 

r!'"~~~' 
(+II%) .• 
(t'I J%) 
<!I j'l(,) 

(+12%) 
(+15%) 
<+t6%) 
("+12%) 
(;10%) 
<+ 8%) 
(+12%) 
<! 9%) 

(! 9%) 

14% 
2% 

17% 
16% 

IJ% 
J}% 

IJ% 
24% 
3mb 

9% 
l!% 

10% 
3% 

12% 
14% 
O'l!. 

17% 

"Mildly agree" or 
''Strongly agree" 

41% 
60% 
50% 
41% 

59% 
51% 

49% 
52% 
28% 

SS'Ib 
)6% 

52% 
50% 
62% 
62% 
52% 
5}% 

93% 

"Don't 
know" 

II% 
6'lb 

"*' 14% 

4% 
1}% 

JS% 

''*' 21'1& 

12'!4. 
40% 
19% 
Jl% 
12% 
14% 
)8% 

22% 

0% 

lf Because the pereentagea in each coiLmn were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of 'the responaea 
for a apecifh: agency may not sum to 100%, 

Y The number In parenthesis Indicates the possible error range, at the 95% confidence level, for the associated 
figure . In other words, baaed on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to •lltll>ling and other random effects could be up to this many percentage points In either direction, 
but there Is Ieee than 5% chance that the "true" figure lies ~ the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, differences between closely-ranl<ed agencies are not statistically significant. 
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TABLE 20 

Q60. In your opinion,· to what extent do you agree or diaaqree with the following statements about how SES bonuses 
are diatributed in your agency? 

c. "SES bonuses go diaproportionetely to mermera of the PerfoJTnance Review Board," 

Nun'tler of RESPONSES l/ 
SES respondent• ''Strongly dieagree" or ''Neither agree "Mildly agree" or ''Don't 

Aqeney for thia gueation 'Mild!~ disagree" nor disagree" Strong!~ agree" ·~now" 

l • Health and Human Service• 06) 5()'lj, (tl 6%) '!:.1 8% 9% JJ% 
2. All other agencies (167) 45% G. 6%) IJ% Ill% 24% 
J. National Aeronautics and 

Space Actniniatration (46) 41% (+()%) 4% 1}% 41% 
4. Treasury (47) 40'!1. c-;n'!& > II% 19% 30% 
S. Corrmerce (:52) :59% (!16%) 9% 9% 44% 
6. Enviroi"'IO!ntal Protection 

Agency (4J) }}% (tiJ%) 12% 12% 44% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (76J) 32% ( t J%) !)% 1.5'!& 40'11. 
7, Air force (36) Jl% (tl4%) 8% 8% .5J% 
B. Army- (36) Jl'lb (+14%) 17% 25% 28% 
9. Agriculture (Zl) 29% {!19%) 5% 19% 48'11. 

!D. Other Department 
of Oefenae (47) 28% (+12.%) IJ% 4% .5S% 

ll. Veterans Actniniatration (47) 28% (;:'12%) 26% 6% 4m4l 
12. Navy (41) 27% (!.13%) 20% 12% 42% 
13. Nuc lear Regulstol'y 

Cormliatli on (28) 2l'!b (t l5%) 4%, 11% 4% 
Lt. Juatice (25) 20% <+1~%) IZ% B% 60% 
1~. Interior em 15% (;12%) )J% 15% )6% 
16. Transportation (21) 14% (;15%) 5% 10% 71'lb 
17. Energy (51) Mit C!N) 18% 6% 69% 

!/ Becauae the percentages in each coiU1TYI ware rounded to the nearest whole number 1 the total of ~ responaea 
fer a apacific agency may not t\lll to U:XI%. 

£1 The niSilber ln parenthesie indicates the pclllible error range, a t the 95% confidence leveL, for the anocieted 
figure. In other warda, baaed on a eampla of thia aize, one can say with 95% confidence th&t the error 
attributabla to &~ling and other random effeota could be up to this many percentage point& In either direction, 
but there Ia leu than .5% chance that ' the "true" figure lies outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
rangea shown, differences between c1oeely·ranked agencies are not statistically significant. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

n£ SES AN> POLITICAL ACTMTV 

The Federal Government's career executives are the direct interface between 
the nation's political system--the President, his appointees, and the 
Congress--and the vast machinery of government itself. The magnitude of thia 
responsibility has been described by the Congreu in Herculean terms: 

Meeting this great responsibility requires strong 
executive. leadership, which can respond to rapidly changing 
conditions and circumstances surrounding Federal programs 
and still chart a course which takes into account the 
national interest, the achievement of presidential and 
congressional goals, and simultaneously maintains the 
soundest management techniques. 'M.,/ 

The great tension which arlses in the pursuit of this ideal executive 
leadership is that between proper "responsiveness" and improper 
"poli t lc ization. •• 

The Congress ·felt that the former supergrade system had great disabilities 
in this regard, which it enumera.ted as fol1ows: 

• • • the exist ing system for designating career · and 
noncareer posit ions fails to provide adequate protection 
against politicization of the career service, yet it is so 
rigid that it fails to provide agency heads with sufficient 
flexibility to fill critical positions with executives of 
their own chopsing • • even with the rigid structures 
governing executive employees, there is inadequate 
protection against political abuse and incompetence. 22/ 

The SES system was intended to overcome these weaknesses, In tandem with 
the broader prohibition against improper political activity by or directed 
against federal employees, found in general provisions of civil service 
law. 2J/ CSRA enacted into law the praposi tion that "the Senior Executive 
Service shall be administered so as to • • • provide for an executive system 
which is guided by the public interest and free from improper political 
interference •1

' 24/ · 

21/ Semite Report at 67. 

22/ Senate Report at 10. 

2)/ See,~., the ·eighth merit principle, 5 U.S.C. Section 2301 (b)(B); 
the third prohibited personnel pract1ce, ~ U. S.C. Section ·2302 (b )(3 }; and the 
numerous restrictions on political activity at S U.S.C. Sections 7321, ~ 

~· 
?:!I 5 U.S.C. Section 3131 (13). 
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We described in Chapter One the specific protections Congress enac ted to 
protect the SES system. In this chapter we discuss how well those protections 
appear to have worked during the first months of the recent change in 
Presidential administr.atlons. 

22 . 

23. 

Aa of mid-March, 1981, there 
were no indication• of any 
wideepread abuses of the 120-day 
protected period for career SES 
members. MSR51 follow-up SES 
study surveyed career SES members 
to determine if there were 
violations of the 120-day 
moratorium on involuntary 
reassignments an d performance 
appraisals for career SES members. 
In no instances did executives in 
the survey recount any speci fie 
evidence that any SES members had 
been pressured t o vacate their 
positions thro ugh resignat ion , 
retire me nt, reassignment, or 
involuntary details. Nor was there 
any evidence that the 120-day 
moratorium on appraisa·ts was being 
violated. Some exec utives did 
expre ss an xi e t y over the 
possibility of being reassigned to 
another positi o n for partisan 
political reasons following the 120-
day morator ium, but their concerns 
were based on rumors, media 
stories, or gen er al speculation 
about the ou tc orne of proposed 
program cutbacks in the agency, 
ra ther than on specific actions by 
new agency leadership in the 
incoming Administration. 

For now at least, the vast 
majority of executives feel that 
SES hae not had a chilling effect 
on SES membe~a' willingneu to 
expres• their real views to the 
agency'• top management. Only 
16% of executives report that SES 

SES members ... 

Agree 
63% 

that under the SES, Federal executives 
are just as wi ll ing to express thei r 
real views as they were under the 
former supergrade sys tem. 

Disagree 
37% 

·············~ ...... .... . •••• •••••• 1 .I. % •••••••••• ••••••••• ··~5 2 ·••••••••• ···········:·.-... -.-·'········· ·····:·:·:·.···················· 
that transfers or reassignments for 
execut ives in the i r agencies have 
been used primaril y as a means of 
getting rid of di ss ident executives. 

Disagree 
49% 

' ' 

••••• ·.•..!....!..!-•,•,• •• 
.• •.•.• • ••••• n.g re ~ •'•• • 1'-38%'·······r'~ ~ ,. :·:·:·:4.-.-.-.-:·:·:·:· \3% 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

that in their agencies, individuals 
fr0m outside the Federal government 
are selected for senio r executive 
positions over better quali fied · 
career civi l servants 

* 11Nei ther a gree nor d isagree'' or 
"Have r.u- L.- -' ~ .. o :. :.J ~ ~· · Uc:t::> o ::. l J"'"' ~~ 

members are less willing to express their real views t han executives 
working under the former supergrade system. Likewise, only a sma ll 
percentage (II%) believe that reassignments or transfers in their agencies 
have been used primarily as a means of getting rid of dissident executives. 
(See Tables 21 and 22 on the following pages.) 



TABLE 21 

Q56. Based on your peraona\ ellperience in yovr present aqency, to what extent do you agree with the fo!lowif'lg 
statements concerning SES'? 

e . 'Under the SES, Federal executives are just as willing to express their real views as they were under the 
former super<)rade system." 

Number of 
SE~ respondeflts 

for this guestio!:J 

1. Army (J9) 
2. Julltice ( Z9) 
3. National Aeronautics and 

Space Admlniatration (46) 
4. Interior (J5) 
5. Treasury (49) 
6. Other Department 

of Defense (.56) 
1. Navy (44) 
8. Agriculture (S5) 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (966} 
9. Air Fo(ce (37) 

10 . All other aqencies (237) 
II. Nuclear Regulatory 

Corrmisslon (29) 
12. Veterans Administration (47) 
13. Corrmerce (52) 
14. Transportation (52) 
15. Environmental Protection 

Agency (46) 
16. Energy em 
17. Health and Human Services (47) 

"Strongly agree" 
or ''Mildly agree" 

77% {+ 12%) 
76% <! 15%) 

70% (+ 12%) 
69% (:; 15%) 
67% <! 12% ) 

66% (+ II%) 
66% (:; -13%) 
65% (; II%) 
63% l+ 3%) 
62% (+-15%) 
61% f!)%) 

62% (+ 17%) 
62% c; m~> 
61% ('; 12%) 
58% (~ 12%) 

51% (+ 13%) 
54% , ... 12%) 
51% <! 13%) 

RESPONSES 
"Neither aqree 
oor disagree41 

1.1 10% 
10% 

9% 
II% 
10% 

13% 
16% 
l3% 
12% 
14% 
II% 

'7% 
D% 
14% 
17% 

11% 
ll'l'o 

17% 

"Milc!ly disagree" or 
''St rongly disagree" 

IJ% 
14% 

II% 
20% 
14% 

U% 
14% 
D% 
16% 
16% 
18% 

24% 
21% 
IJ% 
21% 

22% 
2S% 
llo/o 

''No basis 
to judge" 

0% 
o% 

II% 
0% 
8% 

9% 
')% 

9% 
9% 
8% 
8% 

7% 
4% 

12% 
4% 

II% 
II% 

21% 

Y Because the percent agee in each collMYlfl were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the· responses 
for a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

Y The number in parenthesis indicates the possible error range. et the 95% confidence level, for the associated 
figure. In other words, based on a sample of this size, one con say with 95% · confidence that the .error 
attributebte to $311";Jling and othe; r~·•do'" erieclt~ could be up to th1s many percentaqe points in eit.her c!irection, 
but there is lesa than 5% chance that the "true" figure lies outside the indicatet1 bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, differences between closely·ranked agenclea are not'"Si:8ti5tically significant. 
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TABLE 22 

Q56, Bued on your personal experience -In your present agency, to ·what extent do you agree with the fallowing 
atatemente concerning SES? 

t. "Tranafer or reauignmenta for executive• In my agency have been used primarily aa a me ana of getting rid 
of diaaident eJCecutlvea." 

Nurrb.er of RESPONSES 1/ 
SES respondent• ''Strongly disagree" "Neither agree "Mildly agree" or · "No basis 

Aqencx tor this gueation or ''Mildlx dleagree" nor disagree" ''Stronglx agree" to Judge" 

1. Treasury (4'.1) 6:5% (! 12%) ?:.I 10% 8% 18% 
2. Nuclear Regulatory 

(28) Corrmlnlon 46% (~ 18%) 4% 14% · )6% 
), National Aeronautic• and 

Agency (46) 46'11. (+ JJ%) 15% II% 28% 
4. Agriculture (55) 45% (';" 12%) 20% 6% 29% 
5, Transportation (52) 42% (; 12%) 12% IJ% JJ% 
6, Ju1tice em 41% (-; 17%) J% ()% 5.~ 
7, Veterar\1 Actnini•tration (46) 41% ,:; 13%) IJ% 7% )9% 
8, Interior (}5} 40% (-; IS%) 20% 9% )I% 
9, Comnerce (52) JB'Mo c+ 12%) 6% 12% 44% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (964) JN r!: '""> II% II% 41% 

10. Envirorrnental Protection 
Agency (11:6) J5% (1" IJ%) 15'llo 15% 35% 

II. All other agencies ( :B7 ) JS% f+ 3%) llllll 16% J9% 
12. Navy ' .(44) 34% (t-13%) 9% 9% 48% 
D. Health and 1-Unan Ser11icea (47) JZ% (tl2%) 6% 11'111 51% 
14. Army (.:S9) ll% {+ 14%) 15% )% 51% 
1~. Air Force em 27% (! 1J%) S% 5'16 6Z% 
16. Other Department 

of Dafenae (56) 25% (+ 10%) 14% 7% 54% 
17, Energy (57) 18% (! 9%) 16% 16'111 Si% 

i/ Becauae the pereentaget in each colunn were rounded to the neereat whole number 1 the total of the reaponsaa 
for a specific agency may not sum to 100%. 

?.1 The nlll'ber in parantheala indicatee the poaaible error range, at the 95% confidence level , for the aaaoelated 
figure. In other words, baaed on a aampfe of this size, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to a~ling end other random effec ta could be up to thla many percent age. points in either direction, 
but there ia 1!!~ tho.m ~ chance th!!t the "true" f!g•Jte !les ~ ths ir.dlcatod bracket . Dui to the a rrot 
ranget llhown, differencea between clo•ely·ranked egenclea are not statletically aigniticant. 
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24. The overwhelming majority of executives feel that better qualified 
career executives are not being passed over for senior executive poeitione 
In favor of non-career candidates. Only 13% of survey respondents believe 
that individuals from outside the Federal Government are selected for 
executive positions over better qualified career executives. (See Table 
23 below. ) 

TABLE 2' 

G:IS6. Based on your personal experience in your preaent agency, to what extent do you agree with tha followlnq 
statements concerning SES? 

c . "In my agency, Individual• from outalde the Federal government ere selected for eenior elCecutive 
poeitloni over better qualified career c ivil aervanu." 

Number of 
SES reapondent• 

for tt'li1 guiJit ion 

I. Treaaury (4B} 
2. Interior (J4) 
J. Navy (42) 
4. Agriculture (55) 
5, C~rce (52) 
6. Nuclear Regulator~ 

Comniuion (29) 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (957) 
7. Army ()9) 
8. Other Department 

of Defense (54) 
9. National Aeronautics and 

Space A«niniatration (46) 
10. All other agencies (235) 
I 1. Veterena Acrnlniatratlon (46) 
12. Health and 1-Unan Services (47) 
13. Tranaportalion (52) 
14, Justice (~) 
15. Air F'orce (J7) 
16. Enviro rrnantal Protection 

Agen~y (46) 
17. Energy (~7) 

''Strongly disagree" 
ot ''Mildly disagree" 

81% 
68% 
57% 
5J% 
52'!(, 

52% 
4~ 
49% 

48!IEt 

4SC!ob 
471Ja 
46% 
4~% 
44% 
41% 
J&% 

J?% 
21% 

(+ 10%) ~/ 
C+ IS%) 
(4: 14%) 
c+ JZ'l&l 
<! 12'16) 

· ( .. IN) 
r .. 3%) 

<£t5'lfa) 

(! 12%) 

(+ !}%) 
r ... J%) 

(+-1)%) 
c+ IJ%) 
(+ 12'111) 
<+ 17%) 
<! 15111.) 

(+.IJ'Ib) 
<! 10%) 

RESPONSES 1/ 
''Neither agree 
nor disagree'' 

6% 
12% 
71!(, 

13'1& 
14% 

14% 
I~ 
10% 

20% 

17% 
14% 
17% . 
IS% 
14% 
21% 
19'14! 

22% 
26% 

''Mildly agree"or 
''Strongly agree" 

4% 
9% 
5% 

13% 
14% 

10% 
ll'l& 
3% 

IJ% 

~~ 
18% 
7% 

15% 
15% 
14% 
16% 

22% 
16'W. 

'No basis 
to judge" 

8% 
12% 
31% 
22% 
21% 

24% 
2J% 
39% 

19% 

20% 
22% 
30% 
26% 
27% 
24% 
27% 

20% 
J7% 

!f Beceuae the percentage• In each collll'ln were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the responeea 
for a epeclflc &gai'ICY may not ai.M'fl to 100%. · 

1./ The nl61'1ber in parenthesla indicate• the possible error range, at the 9S% confidence level, for the associated 
figure. In other words, based on e aample of thla alze , one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to ISfTllling and other random effects could be up to this ·many percelltage p ointe in either direction, 
but there Ia leas than >% chance that the "true" figure liea outside the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown, differenc11 between c loaely-ranked agenciea are not atatiaticslly aignificant. 
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25. A amall percentage (il"') of SES memben now holding poaltlona de•lgneted 
•• •general• believe that their poeltione ahould be dealgnated "career
reeerved." The CSRA required agencies to designate positions as "career
reserved" if the filling of t,he position by a career appointee was 
necessary to ensure programs administered by the incumbent were free fr om 
improper political bias or favoritism, and that the public's confidence in 
impartiality of the Government would be maintained . If these e)(ecutives 
are correct and the response is extrapolated to the overalJ SES population, 
about 490 SES "general" positions (now at least theoretically open to 
political appointments) should be "career-reaerved, 11 It should also be 
noted, however, that it is not possible to ascertain within the limits of 
QUr survey data the bases upon which these executives feel that their 
positions should be -re-designated, nor to determine whether those bases ere 
\'Slid ·. (See Table 24 below, ) 

TABLE 24 

Q57. What is the designation of your current SES poaition, and whl'lt ia your view of that designation? 
' 

RESPONSES !f 
N\Jmber of "It is now general , and I think It should 

SES reapondenta be career-reserved." (Percentage of career 
Aqencx for thia gueation SES members now occue:r:lng "general" eoaitiona. 2 

1. Navy (44) }6% (+13%) ?/ 
2. Transportation (:-;,) 25% (+II%) 
J. AQriculture (55) 24C!(, (;"tO%) 
4. Air force 08) 21% (+"12%) 
5, Interior (33) 18% C+tz%) 
6. Justice (29) 17% (;"[)%) 
7. Army (39) 15% (+It%) 
8. All other agenc iea (234) I~% , .. 2%) 
9, Health and Human Service• (48) 15% c+ 9%) 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (956) 1}% (+ )%) 

10. Treasury (49) 8% <! 7%) 
II. Other Department 

of Defenaa (56) 7% (!. 6%) 
12 . Nuclear Regulatory 

(28) 7% (+ 9%) Corrmisaion 
13. Veterana Actninistration (43) 7% (~ 7%) 
14. Environmental Protection 

Agency (44) 5% (+ 6%) 
15. Corrrnerce (53) 4% ,:; 5%) 
16. Energy (55) 2% (~ 3%) 
17. National Aeronautics and 

Space Acminletretion (ilti} 0% (!. Q'l{;,} 

Y Becauae the percentages in each col~.mn were rounded to the nearest whole number, tha total of the responsea 
(or a apeeifie agency may not eu-n t"o 100%. 

'1/ The number in parenthesis indicatea the paaelbla error range, at the 95% confidence level, far the aesociated 
figure . In ather words, baaed on a a~le of th ia size , one can say with 95% confidence that the . error 
attributable to S9111>1ing and other random affects could be up to this many percentaqe pointe in either di rection , 
bvt there is leaa then 5% chance that the "true" figure liea ~ the indicated bracket. Oue to the error 
ranges shown, difference• between clt~aely-renked aqenciea are not statiatically significant. 
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26. Deapite the fact that ERB._ play a critical role in deciding mattera 
peraonally affecting e'Cecutivea, more than one ln four executive• (27,..) 
aald they had no idea of what their agency's .ERB was euppoaed to do. More 
dlatre .. lng la the fact that of thoae who knew the ERB and lta role, 52CW. 
were unaure or lea• than confident that ERB declalona affecting them 
per•onally would be falr and equitable. 25/ (See Tables 25 and 26.) 

TABLE 25 

Q6S. Have you heard of your aqency's Executive Resources Board (EP.A), and how rruch do you know about what it 
is supposed to do? 

RESPONSES 
"l have a pretty good idea "I have never heard 
of ,,.hat it is supposed to of the ERB." or 

Number of do, 11 or "I have only_ a vague "I have no idea of 
SES respondents "I have a very qood Idea of idea of what it is what it is supposed 

Agency for this question what it is supp011ed to do . " supposed to do ." to do ." 

1. Veterans Aaninistration (47) 7<)% (;til%) ~-' 17% 4% 
2, Tre asury {49} 78% (+I I%) JO% 12% 
J. Air Force (39) 71% (-;14%) 8% 21% 
4. Corrmerce (5J) 70% c+tt%) 19% Ji% 
5. Agriculture (>4} 65% (;12%) 7% 
6. AU other agencies (2J9) 62°-b C!' J%) 17% . 21% 
7. Nuclear Regulatory 

Corrmiasion (28) 61% (+17%) Ill% 25~ 
~·Navy (4J) 60% (+"14%) 16% 23% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (965) SS% l+3%) 15% 27% 
9. Interior (35) 57% <z.T5%) II% 32% 

10. National Aeronautics ond 
Space Administ ra tion (45) ~% (!D%) 13% 31% 

II, Other Department 
of Defense (56) 50"-b (+12%) 2.7% 2:5% 

12. Health and Human Services (48) 48% c+b%> 10% 42% 
JJ , Transportation (54) 46% l+l2%) 19% JS% 
14. Army (38) 45% (;!5%) II% 4S% 
15. Justice (29) 41% <+17%) 14% 4.5"ko 
16. Energy (55) 40% (~12%) 18% 42% 
17 . Environmental Protection 

Aqency (45) 38% (!IJ%) 16% 47% 

l/ Because the percent~ 1es in each coiUTII'l were rounded to the nearest whole number , the total of the respon3ell 
for a specific agency mey not aum to 100%. 

'f/ The number in parentheai& indicates the possible error ranqe, at the 9.5% confirfem;e level, for the associated 
flgurP.. In other warda, based on a sample of this size, one can say with 95% confidence thal the error 
attr ibutable to sampling and other random effects could be up to this many percentage points in either direction, 
but t~u::te ie iess than S% chance that the ;;true'' figure lies ~ the indicated bracket. Due to the error 
ranges shown~ differences between closely-ranked agent:ies are not statistically sit;jnificant. 

25/ Under the Reform Act , agency heads are responsible for decisions 
involving the staff ing of SES positions, executive deve lopment, perfo rmance 
appraisa ls , performance awards , pay administration , nominations for awardi ng of 
ex~cutive rank, a nd disc ipline and removal of executives . Although variations 
ex 1st among agencies, responsibilities for establishing policy and managing one 
or more of the above functions are typi cally delegated to the agency's Executive 
Resources Boards (ERB) . · 

' I 
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TABLE: 26 

066. How confident are you that the Executive Resources Board's dech;ions which affect you personally will be fair 
and equitable? 

Number of RESPONSES . 1/ 
SES reepondents ''Very confident" "Less than confident" or "Not 

Aqeney for this gueetion 
• 

"or Confident" ''Not at all confident" Sure" 

1. National Aeronautics and 
£/ Space Aaninistration (JJ) 70% <~15%) 9% 21% 

2. Treasury (4)) 60% (t'l4%) )5% ~ 
}, Interior (27) 56% (+IS%) )3% 11% 
4. All other agencies ( 197) 55% <+ 4%) 29% 16% 
5. Corrmerce (48) 54% (;JJ%) 15% 10% 
6. Agriculture (40) 5,% ('+14%) 28% 20% 
7. Veterans Aaninlstration (45) 51% <+"14%) 36% 13% 
WEIGHTED SURVEY AVERAGE (743) ~ t•l%) 34% 18% 
8. Health end Htman Servleee (29) 4~ (tl'N) 41% 14% 
9, Navy (J5) 4:J% f+15%) 23% 34% 

10. Army (22) 41% <!20%) 27% 32% 
11. Environmental Protection 

(!18%) Agency (27) 41% 44% 15% 
12. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (21) 38% (!20%) 38% 24% 
I J. Other Department 

of Defense {44) 36% (+JJ%) 48% 16% 
14. Justice (17) 35% <+"22%) 41% 24% 
15. Transportation 09) 29'111 ('+14%) 32'!{, 40% 
16. Energy em 2N C+"l )%) 43% :SO% 
17. Air Force (31) 26% <!15911) 58% 16% 

ll Because the percentages in each coh.rnn ·were rounded to the nearest whole number, the total of the response• 
for a apeeific agency may not aum to 100%. 

?J The mrnber in parenthesis indicates the possible error range, at tne 95% eonfidence level, for the associated 
figure. In other words, baaed on a s~te of thle alze, one can say with 95% confidence that the error 
attributable to sarrt>ling and other random effects could be up to this many percentage points in either direction, 
but there is leA th&f1 5% chance that the "true" figure liea ~ the Indicated bracket. Due to the error 
range• llhown, differences between cloaely·ranked aganctea are not statistically siqnificant. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS~ RECOMMEM'lATIONS 

Greater Rl•k• for Greater Rewardl. In theory, joining SES meant greater 
risks for great'er rewards. Thus far, the SES reality appears to be that neither 
the greater risks nor the increased rewards have. materialized for most 
executiv~s. 

Bonu• Re•trlctlona and Thelr Impact. The SES bonus system was designed to 
provide strong monetary incentives for high level performance, and our study 
confirms that SES members considered the opportunity for such bonuses to be a 
major inducement to joining the SES. But, restricting bonuses below those 
originally authorized by CSRA has seriously weakened the intended incentive. 

• No MOtlv~tlonal hlpact. At least half of SES executives have written 
off the possibility of receiving bonuses, rank, or cash awards in the 
coming year. Consequently, it appears that management's primary tooJ 
tot motivating executive performance--the bonus--has little or no 
incentive value for half of the executive work force. 

• Favoritism In Bonus Dl•trlbuti'on. Equally disturbing is the 
perception among executives that ·a disproportionate share of the 
bonuses go to the agencies' top executives or to "management 
favorites•• who do not deserve them. This perception may well be a 
dir~ct result of the restrictions on bqnuses. 

Obviously, if only a small fraction of those who feel they 
deserve a bonus can get them, any method o.f distributing bonuses 
will be perceived as inhe~ently unfair. 

Addifionallyt if ther.e are a limited number of bonuses to be 
given out, it .is highly likely that agency heads will award 
boflus.es to top level officials first. Top level executives have 
a greater opportunity to have a large impact as a result of their 
greater authorities and responsibilities, and are generally in 
positions of greater visibility. In this situation, lower level 
executives are likely to feel that their contributions are 
unfairly ignored. 

• Whether or not favoritism actually exists, the perception that it 
does exist undoubtedly breeds dissatisfaction. 

Recruitment and Retention. More disturbipg is the fact that other 
incentives in the work place apparently are not enough to attract and retai·n 
competent Federal executives. 

• Although executives Jike ·their work, better than 80% believe that 
there are insufficient SES incentives to reta in highly competent 
ex ec·ut i v es. 
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• As many as 46% of current executives say they are considering leaving 
the Federal Government within the next two years. 

• The SES system is alarmingly unattractive to mid-level Federal 
employees--the applicant pool from which a large segment of future SES 
members will be drawn. 

The .early indications provided by this study are that the present bonus 
system, with its current restrictions, is not providing management with the 
tools necessary to attract, retain, and moUvate a competent executive work 
force. It is not surprising, therefore, that' the majority of executives say 
that SES will not improve the operation of their agencies. 

56. Based on your personal experience In yoW' 
present agency, to what extent do you agree with 
t,he following statementnonceming SES7 
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Executive Pay. At the time of the initial conversion to SES, executives 
were told that SES pay-setting practices would offer them the opportunity for 
higher 'Salaries. However, the ceiling on executive pay has kept all executives 
at the same pay level. Continuing the pay cap has serious implications for the 
5~5 compens~tion system: 

• The pay cap prevents distinctions in pay despite significant 
differences in responsibilities for executives · at different levels 
within organizations. 

• Executives may become less willing to accept promotions. 

• The SES will become less and less attractive to candidates from the 
mid-level ranks of Government and from the private sector. 

Performance Appraieal•. On the positive side of the ledger, the 
overwhelming majority of those executives who have had a performance appraisal 
under SES thought the appraise~ was fair. But, for a variety of reasons, it is 
clear that the full potential for the SES performance appraisal system is not 
being realized. 

• Concern Over falrneaa In the Rating Proceaa. One-fourth of 
executives indicate some concern that their immediate supervisors may 
not c.onsi der factors beyond the executives' control when rating their 
performance. Our study suggests that this concern over the potential 
for an unfair rating may be linked to executives' lack of trust and 
confidence in their- immediate supervisors, and to how effective they 
see their communications being with their bosses. 

There is no simple solution to the problem of lack of trust and 
confidence. Howeve~, performance appraisal systems afford at least 
the oppo~,"tunity for supervisors and employees to discuss goals, assess 
progress, and in the course of these discussions, to dev.elop an 
improved mutual understanding. This aspect of the performance 
appraisal process, given $4fficient emphasis and attention, should 
foster greater trust and confic1ence between supervisors and em_ployees. 

• Impact of Perfonnance Appraltala. Over one-third of executives are 
not sure that the results of performance appraisals will actually have 
an impact on personnel decisions affecting them personally. There are 
several possible explanations for this attitude. 

Executives• experience with their. agencies' performance appraisal 
systems in the past may have colored their outlook toward such 
systems in general. 

The present "pay cap" has , in effect, frozen the base salaries of 
the executives and eliminated meaningful pay distinctions among 
wide ranges of executive responsibility. 
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Limitations on the number of bonuses have made at" least half of 
the executive work force feel they have no re~l opportunity to 
receive a bonus in the coming year. 

Agencies have apparently not been willing to utilize the 
expedited procedures for removal that the SES performance 
appraisal process allows. According to in format ion agencies have 
provided to OPM, only one career executive has been removed from 
SES for poor performance as of July 1, 1981. (On the other hand, 
it is reasonable to suppose that agencies have dealt with some 
"marginal" executives by reassignment or by allowing them to 
resign, retire, or accept a demotion; such instan.ces generally 
would not be detectable from formal records.) 

So long as executives see little or no personal impact from the 
appraisal process, it will not serve to encourage high level 
performance. 

Safeguarde AgaJn.t Politicizatian. Our study revealed no indications of 
broadscale efforts to politicize SES as of the middle of March 1981. 
Significantly, executives reported that: 

• Career employees have not been passed over for executi 'Je ·positions in 
favor of· less qualified candidates from outside the Federal 
Government. · 

• The vast majority of executives are still wilting to provide their 
bosses with honest appraisals of their agency's programs, despite the 
fact that they have less job security under SES than under the former 
supergrade syst~m. · 

• As of mid-March, there were no indications of widespread abuses of the 
120-day protections against performance appraisals or involuntary 
.reassignments of career executives. 

Although the Board ·found no indicat ions of major problems with improper 
political influence, there were some troubling areas. 

fn1»roper Deaign.tlon of SES PaaltiaM. Thirteen percent of executives 
holding 11general 11 positions believe that those positions should be designated 
11Career -reserved'' to protect SES from improper political interference or to 
maintain public confi~ence in the impartiality of the Government. Whether a 
position should properly be "career-reserved" or 11general" is not always clear
cut, and the .problem may ·be less severe than the figures might indicate. 
Nevertheless, if these executives are correct about the designation for a 
sufficient number of these positions, the potential for improper political 
influence in Government programs is substantial. At a minimum, this finding 
calla attenqon to the need for a closer and continuing oversight over the 
designation of these positions • . 



Exeeutlve• Uick of Knowledge About SES Proteetlona. A substantial number 
of the survey respondents indicated a surprising lack of understanding about the 
operation of their agency Executive Resources Boards. This finding, coupled 
with comments made to . us in our follow-up survey, suggests that many executives 
do not fully understand the SES system and the protections CSRA established for 
career executives. This lack of knowledge may make career executives more 
vulnerable to improper political influence, including arbitrary personnel 
actions. 

Bonu• Award• Ba•ed on Political Affiliation. Only a small number (6%) of 
all senior executi vas report one or more instances in the last 12 months where 
they believe bonuses or rank awards were give.n to executives because of partisan 
political affiliation. However. there are significant variations among agencies 
ln the reported incidence. 

It is important to note that the studies were conducted before the 120-day 
protect~d period for career SES members had expired. further t the studies were 
conducted at a time when agency heads and many top ranking executives in the new 
Administration were only recently in place or yet to take office. Consequently, 
these studies give only a preliminary 'view of just how the change in 
Administrations will ultimately affect career executives. The Office of Merit 
Systems ~eview and Studies will continue to monitor the protections against 
improper political interference in SES. 



RECOMMENlATIONS 

Based on the findings and discussion presented above, the following 
recommendations are offered: 

1. Congress should consider; 

• Lifting the current pay cap on executive pay, and allow the 
annual adjustments for executives under Public Law 94-82 to take 
effect. · · 

• lifting restrictions on bonuses • and aU ow them to operate as the 
effective incentive they were originally intended to be. 

2 . As of July 1, 1981, only one out of approximately 6,200 career executives 
has been removed from the SE'S for poor performance. This suggests that 
SES's expedited procedures for the removal of poor performers have not be·en 
used to identify and remove pqor performers. Agency heads should review 
their agency's performance appraisal system to determine: 

• whether executives who perfo-rm poorly are being identified 
through the appraisal process, and 

• if action is being taken to assist any such executives to improve 
their performance' to reassign them to positions where they can 
perform satisfactorily, or to remove them from SES. 

3. This study suggests the executives' concern over potential unfair ratings 
ln the perf<Jt'mance appraisal process is linked to executives' lack of trust 
and confidence in their immediate supervisors and to how effective they see 
their communications to be with their bosses. For this reason, agencies 
should review their executive development programs to determine if adequate 
emphasis is oeing placed on communication skills and the performance 
apprai.saJ process in management training. 

4. OPM should institute a program to: 

• determine if agencies have properly designated positions as 
ttgeneral" or _"career· reserved," and require chanqes in 
designation where appropriate; 

• establish and publicize communication channels for executives to 
use in notify'ing OPM of positions the executive believes have 
been improperly designated as "general"; 

• clarify and sharpen existing guidelines if it finds a substantial 
number of improper designations. 

S. OPM should provide information to -career SES members on the protections 
accorded career executives under SES. 
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6. Outside agencies, such as OPM and MSPB's Office of the Special Counsel , 
should publicize the availability of their services regarding complaints of 
prohibited personnel practices in the awarding o.f bo!'uses, cash or rank 
awards. 

7. Agencies should provide information to all SES members on the purpose and 
operation of the agencies• Executive Resources Boards. 

The Office of Merit Systems Review and Studies will continue to monitor the 
SES and provide periodic reports to the President and the Congress on the status 
of the system. In addition, the Office will provide the Office of the Special 
Counsel with specific data from this study concerning alleged prohibited 
personal practices within specific agencies. 



APPENliXA 

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF EXECUTIVES' A mlUlES TOWARD 
TI-E SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE 

Approximately 60% of the reapondent. ln the survey elaborated on their 
reaponaea to specific queatlone or made general atatementa about SES in the 
open-ended comment aection. Only aeven out of approximately 600 r~epo.ndentl 
gave poaltlve (or even mixed) a•enmenta of SES. Thoae eomrnent1 are lneluded 
inmediately below. The remaining conmenta are typical of the generally crltlcaJ, 
appraleal offered by SES ..r.rnbere. 

"The concept of SES is sound but its success or fai'lure as an institution will 
hinge on how its members are treated during its first transitfon. If politics 
not program candidates dictate transfers and adverse personnel actions, the 
system. wilt be perceived to have degenei:_ated into a spoils system and this will 
kill its eff ec ti veness. 11 

* * * * * 
111 think the SES is working out well. However, the major test will be how the 
new administration uses its increased freedom to remove career officials from 
their current positions and put them into a "holding pool" or a job they 
consider undesirable." 

* * * * * 
"The potential for- SES is good. It is new and requires more time for a fa ir 
trial. There is less confidence that it will be successful now than at the 
beginning. A high level of confidence ·must be generated or it will fai I." 

* * * ... .. 

"l strongly believe that the SES represents an improvement in the management of 
senior executives in the Federal Government. However, I believe that 
significant improvement needs to be made in the administration of bonuses, rank 
awards and pay adjustments and in the administration of the appraisal system. I 
believe that the current system results in less than equal treatment in the 
final performance evaluation of individuals, is !.Q.g dependent upon the ability 
or interest of a single supervisor in administering the performance appraisals-
and does not necessarily result in the most deserving employees receiv ing 
awards." 

* * * * * 
"The SES has many good features. 1 like the idea of the annual contract 1 also 
the idea of bonuses. I seriously doubt, however, that the bonus system will 
ever be allowed to work in a meaningful way in Government. The 20% restr iction 
on numbers of bonuses makes it virtual! y a hollow shell." 

* * .. * * 
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"To summarize my answers, I believe the Civil Service Reform Act will make a 
positive contribution by requiring written performance standards and evaluations 
based on those standards. My experience thus far indicates SES is not making 
much of a difference other than the effect of performance standards, and the 
anxieties and extra work-hours consumed in calculating merit-pay and SES 
bonuses, salary. ad iustme nt, etc. , is counter -productive. 11 

* .. * * * 

"One of the primary benefits of· the CSRA is the .ability of Management to move 
SES people fr.om one job to another wi.thout going through the extremely Jengthy 
selection process. My agency has used this mechanism for six of it 70 SES 
people already. It provides a tremendous degree of management flexibility, 
particularly wheri it takes a minimum of seven months to competitively select an 
SES member." 

* * * * .. 

"The total experience with SES has been one of complete dissatisfaction. 
over." 

* * * * * 

Start 

"There is ·really very llttie left to the SES. Salaries are frozen -- awards are 
limited and . the· bonus provision has been ·cut back to nothing. I believe the 
members gave up a good deal based on what now appears to be broken promises." 

* * * * * 
"SES, in operation, is a fraud on the public, to the ex tent it has been led 
to believe anything has chan'ged, and on its members, to the extent they were led 
to believe things would change. Bath Congress and the Executive Branch are at 
fault. Overall, great concept -· putrid execution." 

"The SES represented a no-choice, no-win si.tuation; job stagnation end no salary 
raises if one remained in GS, a risky promise, which was promptly broken by 
Congress, if one joined. 11 

* * * .. * 
11The existing 11cap" on SES pay ha~ destroyed the ability of the SES system to 
meet its object! ves. Failure to adjust the SES pay cap for "real-life" factors 
such as inflation (unlike the private and non-SES federal service sectors) 
punishes SES members instead of rewarding them for performance; sacrifice of 
ten~re, etc. After pay cap constraints, the second greateat area of 
dissatisfaction is the invasion of privacy resulting from excessive requirements 
for finenciaJ disclosure." 

.. .. * * * 
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111 retired August 29, l9BO, but 11reenlistedn in the same job, which it now 
appears 1· will hold through the transition. I had modest hopes for Civil 
Service Reform -- SES, etc., but they have not, and are unlikely to be realized. 
For senior executives, compensation, grade compression continues to be a central 
concern, a .concern clearly not shared by this administration, which has shown no 
leadership in this area whatsoever, and the Congress. I have been with this 
Department since its creation in 1967 and have observed a marked and steady 
decline in the quality and number of experienced managers. Fr~stration and 
disillusionment are the reasons I've bailed out. u 

* * '!" * * 

"The SES has not lived up to its initial promises especially in salary and 
awards. In addition, the underlying premise now being pushed in the SES awards 
and bonus system is that it is the 11exception" for any civil service executive 
to be performing well enough to warrant a bonus or an award. This is directly 
opposite the private industry view where it is an exception for an executive of 
a successful management team not to warrant a bonus. The current approach 
to the SES performance and awards system can only be described as a "negative11 

management philosophy." 

* * * * * 
11When Congress and the Administre:ttion limited the number and the amount of 
bonuses .they gutted SES." 

* * * * * 
t1My dissatisfaction with SES is due to the ill. cap and the limitations which 
have been placed on bonus awards (20% in my agency). I believe the SES system 
Nill marginally improve agency operations, due almost solely to the structured 
performance standards and eppraisal system, which a) makes clear what is 
expected, and b) provides feedback to encourage self-correction." 

* * * * * 
''Focus on the pros and cons of continuing the SES. In my opinion, it is a 
disaster, administratively and substantively." 

* * * * * 
"I was optimistic about the SES initially. But now I doubt it will make 3ny 
difference. OPM folded under Congressional pressure when NASA overdid the 
bonuses. u 

* * * * * 
"In my optmon, the SES system has not made Federal Executives more productive. 
I believe that the large majority of these people did a good job before SES and 
are continuing to perform at a high level. The SES system has made it easier to 
move people around. It should be noted, however, that when Exec1s had to be 
moved or downgraded before SES, we did it. It simply was slightly more 
difficult. The bonus system is not a substitute for inadequate sa~aries. 
Cabinet Officers should be paid $200,000 per year. The departments of' the 
Executive Branch are more difficult to manage than most if not all large 
industrial firms. The lower level executives are underpaid by 30 to 100 
percent •11 
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"The SES system has had a completely demoralizing effeet in my unit. It has 
increased administrative paper workload of both supervisors of SES personnel and 
the personnel itself by an Inordinate amount. Since many of the salary or bonus 
oriented alleged advantages have been reneged on, which were the only 
advantages, while the negative securlty·related factors have remained intact, 
most SES personnel feel: a) that they have been cheated b) that the system is 
characterized priniar iJy by the worst .features of the pri vat eo ~ector svstems and 
the public sector syst.em. As a group all SES personnel known to me are very 
bitter about the system's imposition." 

* * * * * 
"As1de from the pay and other obvious breaches of faith (if not contract) by 
management, the major problem is that the SES has been administered at the 
smalle•t agency level possible rather than really being one, government ·Wide 
system which would provide the kinds of opportunity (forced) needed for 
movement. 11 

* * .. * * 
"The result is tragic and in good conscience I could not recommend to young 
profesal onsla to join the government. Congress r~neged on the SES and that 
finished a l9t of what was presumed good about it. Actually it is defective in 
concept since gqvernmene executives rarely have control over money, personnel, 
spaces and physical space in a coordinated fashion. Consequently the reward 
system has to be inconsistent. The bonus system does not offer tax breaks as do 
industry benefits for ex.ecutives and the risks are not with the rewards." 

* * * * * 
''Relating to pay the SES has done a disservice. I feel it has helped to retain 
the pay cap because it gives the impression to Congress and the public that we 
are being paid more (through the bonus system) than is actuaJiy the case • 
congressional changes to 25% and OPM reductions beyond that. have reduced the J.IBY 
possibilities to a lmost zero .. I would retire today if someo~e would abolish 
my job ·- I'm fed up with the way Government Execs are treated--." 

* * • * * 
"The SES system was a hoax perpetrated on the Senior Civil Service managers. It 
was falsely advertised (e.g. up to 50% of the people being eligible for 
bonuses), and enmeshed in the politics of an election year. The net effect is a 
pronouflced negative one and i~ largely demotivating. c;;ombined with the pay cap 
It is an absurd system that D.!! private firm would tolerate . Anyone 
endorsing the present system is so ignorant of basic management principles and 
so woefully inept as to have demonstrated a total incompetence to occupy even 
the most junior management position in the Federal Government. The political 
appointees and elected officials responsible should be mortally ashamed of their 
performance -- unfortunately they will crow with pride over their actions. and it 
will probably be applauded by all those with neither the experience or 
responsibility to carry out a job. 11 

* * * * * 
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"I simply thought that the SES system would work and that as a manager I would 
finally g~t a chance to really manage. God. How wrong I was." 

* * * * * 
"I believe that morale is extremely low within SES. Most members that 1 tall< 
with feel that the Civil Service Reform Act has produced little more than a 
series of broken promises. In fact, a union like SES organization is forming 
principally because of the frustation stemming from the broken promises. People 
have joined the SES, giving up rights in exchange for promised higher rewards. 
The higher rewards have never materialized. The pay cap has been retained. 
Bonuses have been limited to an extent that they no longer have any real 
meaning. The other real problem that I see is with the SES contract. The 
contract inhibits risk-taking -- not encouraqes it. Most people feel that only 
a fool would agree to a high risk critical element -- especially in light of the 
limited rewards. I believe that there are some in SES who will insist that 
their subordinate SES employee include high risk critical elements in their 
contract -- but I suggest that the number will be small. 11 

* .. * * * 

"Gov't serv ice has become somewhat less desirable for all workers but still 
remains desirable for many~ Unfortunately its desirability is inverse to the 
grade _level of its employees. Today it is completely undesirable employment for 
the highest level employees. The pay ceiling, the incentive to take retireme.nt 
benefits together with the SES system and merit pay have just about destroyed 
incentive for its top level people.'' 

* * • * * 

"The SES system is a disaster -- there is no way it can work. first it mandates 
that of its very best people only half (at best) cari get a bonus • 'any bonus is 
so small and always will remain so because of Congress's concern for abuse that 
there will never be an effective reward. By placing cost savings and EEO 
effectiveness as statutory measures of a manager's effectiveness, a major 
tendency to give most of the awards to individuals whose jobs are involved in 
property management and personnel has been created. Most managers are involved 
in managing programs yet it is much harder to measure their performance and thus 
to justify to congress. bonuses for these people. An examination of the first 
years recipients of bonuses confirms this built-In bias." 

* * * * .. 



APPENDIX B 

U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board 
Washington, D.C. 

The ·MSPB 1981 Questionnaire Series 
on the 

Senior Executive Service 

Survey No. I: General Attitudes and Experiences 

This is a survey of the opinions and experiences of Federal executives. The questionnaire 
covers seven topic areas: 

• Job Satisfaction At Your Current Agency 
• Organizational Climate and Relationships 
• Employee Selection and Placement 
• Prohibited Practices 
• Performance Appraisal 
• Senior Executive Service 
• Demographic and Job Data 

What you say in this questionnaire is confidential. Please do not sign your name. 

We appreciate your taking the . time to complete this questionnaire. The usefulness of this 
study in making the Federal Government a better place in which to work depends upon the 
frankness and care with which you answer the questions. This is the first in a series of three 
to four questionnaires. The Merit Systems Protection Board will be sending subsequent 
questionnaires in this series to individuals who volunteer to participate in further surveys over 
the next twelve months. 

MSPB )ub No o 19c< 



For each question, please check the box next to the best response. Some of the questions include an "other'' category 
where you may write in a response if the ones we have provided do not fit your situation or experiences. So that we 
may easily read and analyze the responses of this type, we ask that you place your written responses on page 15 of 
this questionnaire. At the end of the questionnaire we also invite you to express your opinions about other topics 
on which to focus in future studies. 

Job Satisfaction at Your Current Agency 
In this section, we ask about your job satisfadion and your agency as a place to work. 

1. Where do you work? (Please check the box next to the appropriate response.) 

"'' 0 Agency for International Development 

Agriculture 
oo, 0 Agricultural Marketing Service 
"" 0 Agricultu r<~l Stabilization and 

Conservation Service 
..,. 0 Animal and Plant Health lnspection 

Service 
oo• 0 Economic Statistics Service 
"""0 f umers Home Administration 
~ 0 food and Nutrition Service 
ooo 0 Food Safety and Quality Service 
... 0 Forest Service 
••• 0 xience and Education Administntion 
., 0 Soil Conservation Service 
ou 0 Other Department of Agriculture 

CAB 
"" D Civil Aeronautics Board 

CRC 
ou 0 Civil Rights Commission 

Commerce 
"" 0 Bureau of the Census 
••• 0 Economic Development Administration 
., 0 International Trade Administration 
.,. 0 National Bureau of Standards 
. ,. 0 National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration 
• ., 0 Other Department of Commerte 

Defense Dep.1rtment 
• ., 0 Air Force 
ouO Army 
.,, 0 Defense lntelligen~ Agency 
.,. 0 Defense Supply Agency 
ou 0 Defense Contract Audit Agency 
... 0 Defense Mapping Agency 
.,o Navy 
ou 0 Other Department of Defense 

Education 
.,. 0 Education 

Energy 
.., 0 Bonn !!Ville Power Administration 
,, 0 Economic Regulatory Commission 
.,, 0 Other Department of Energy 

EPA 
ou 0 Environmental Protection Agency 

EEOC 
.,, 0 Equal Employment Qppor.tunity 

Commission 
FCA 
.,, 0 Farm Credit Administration 

Pa~1. 

.,. 0 Federal Communications CommissioC\ 

ru? D Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

.,. 0 General Service& Administration 

Health and lluman Services 
..,. 0 Offi~ of Secretary 
... 0 Office of Assistant Secretary for Health 
.. , 0 Alcohol, DTUg Abuse, and Mental Health 

Administration 
.. , D Center for Disease Control 
.,, 0 Food and Drug Administration 
.. , 0 Health Care Financing Administration 
ouO Health Services Administration 
.. ,a National Institutes of Health 
.,,o Social Security Administration 
"" 0 Other Department of Health and Human 

SeT'IIices 

HUD 
.,.. D Housing and Urban Development 

Interior 
~ .. o Bureau of Indian Affairs 
.,, 0 Bureau of Land Management 
.,, 0 Bureau of Mines 
.,, 0 Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
••• 0 Geological Survey 
"" 0 National Park Service 
.,. 0 Water and Power Resources Service 
,., D Other Interior Department 

ICA 
.,.o lnternationlll Communicd tions Agency 

ICC 
os• O Intersta te Commerce Commission 

Justice 
roo 0 Bureau of Prisons 
""' 0 OOJ Offices, Boards, and Divisions 
""' 0 Drug Enforcement Administration 
_,o Federal Bureau of Investigation 
... 0 Immigration and Naturalization Service 
"'' 0 U.S. Marshals Service 
-o U.S. Attorneys 
.,., 0 Other Department of 1 ust ice 

Labor 
.,.. 0 Bureau of Labor Statistics 
.,.. 0 Employment and Training Administntion 
oro 0 Employment Standards Adminstration 
o" 0 Mine Safety and Health Administration 
"" 0 Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration 
"" 0 Other Department of Labor 

.,.o National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 

.,, o National labor Relations Board 

.,.a National Scien~ Foundation 

"''0 Nuclear Regulatory CommisYion 

... o Office of Man.ageme'nt and Budget 

.,.o Office of Person11el Management 

... a Panama Canal Company 

... o Selective Service System 

... o Small Business Administration 

State 
..., D State (excloding Agency for International 

Development) 

Transportation 
... D Feder~[ Aviation Administration 
""' D Federal Highway Administration 
... CJ U.S. Coast Guard 
"'' 0 Other Department of Transportation 

Treasury 
... o Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco, and Firearms 
••• 0 Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
ooo 0 Bureau of Government Financial 

Operations 
.. , 0 Bureau of the Mint 
.. , 0 Bureau of the PubUc Debt 
.,, 0 Comptroller of the Currency 
... 0 Internal Revenue Service 
.. , 0 U.S. Customs Service 
.... 0 U.S. Secret Service 
.. , 0 Other Treasury Department 

Metric Board 
... 0 U.S. Metric Board 

Veterans Administration 
... 0 Department of Medicine and Surgery 
,.,O Department of Veterans Benefits 
••• 0 Other Veterans Adminis tration 

Other Agency 
••• 0 Other (Specify your agency on page 15.) 
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Throughout this questionnaire, your immediate 
work group refers to the co-workers with whom 
you come in contact on a more-or-less daily basis, 
and your agency refers to the organization you 
checked in question 1 above. 

2. How often do you look forward to coming to 
work each day? 

1 0 Almost always 
2 0 Usually 
J 0 Sometimes 
, 0 Seldom 
s 0 Almost never 

3. How would you rate the Federal Government as 
an employer, compared to other employers that 
you know about? 

1 0 One of the best 
1 0 Above average 
30 Average 
~ 0 Below average 
; 0 One of the worst 
(> 0 No basis to judge 

7. How do you feel about the amount of work 
you are expected to do? 

.0 Toomuch 
2 0 About the right amount 
3 0 I would prefer to do more 

8. How satisfied are you with the following 
aspects of your job? 

a. The job itself-the kind of work 
you do 

. V~ry ;~t~~·fled ... , .. 
• • ·1 

·' 

Satisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfifd 

Dissatisfied 

Ve~y· ·. 
di5satisfle-

Nolm 
to judr 

b. Your salary compared to that of 
other employees in your agency doing 
comparable work . 0 0 o· 0 0 0 



Throughout this questionnaire, your immediate 
work group refers to the co-workers with whom 
you come in contact on a more-or-less daily basis, 
and your agency refers to the organization you 
checked in question 1 above. 

2. How often do you look forward to coming to 
work each day? 

1 0 Almost always 
z D Usually 
) 0 Sometimes 
~o Seldom 
s D Almost never 

3. How would you rate the Federal Govermnent as 
an employer, compared to other employers that 
you know about? 

, D One of the best 
2 0 Above average 
)0 Average 
• 0 Below average 
s D One of the worst 
6 0 No basis to judge 

4. How would you rate your agency as a place to 
work, compared to other agencies that you know 
about? 

, D One of th e best 
z 0 Above average 
3D Average 
4 D Below average 
, 0 One of the worst 
o 0 No basis to judge 

s. Do you feel that taxpayers are getting their 
money's worth from the contribution you are able 
to make in your current job? 

1 0 Definitely yes 
2 0 Probably yes 
) D Not sure 
• 0 Probably not 
50 Definitely not 

6. How often is good use made of your skills and 
abilities in your present job? 

1 0 Almost always 
2 0 Usually 
) D Sometimes 
40 Seldom 
sO Never 
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7. How do you feel about the amount of work 
you are expected to do? 

10 Toomuch 
2 0 About the right amount 
) 0 I would prefer to do more 

8. How satisfied are you with the following 
aspects of your job? 

a. The job itself-the kind of work 
you do 

. v_~~- ~~ti-sfi~ . ··:· · : 

•' 

Satisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor di-'satisfied 

Dissa.lidied 

Very· · 
dissatisfle 

No bas 
toju~ 

·oo-oooo 
b. Your salary compared to that of 

o ther employees in your 11gmcy doing 
comparable work · 0 0 0 D D 0 

c. Your salary compared to that of 
employees in ofhfr agmdrs doing 
comparable work 

d. Your salary compared to that of 
employees in the priwle srclor doing 
compara ble work 

000000 
.·1 • 

D.DOODD 
1 z . J 4 ' 5 6 

e. Your opportunity to earn more 
money in your present position ~0 0 Gl 0 0 0 

f. Your opportunity to move into a 
higher level position within the 
Federal Government 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 

g. Your freedom to make decisions 
about how you carry out your work :o o'o 0 0 0 

h. Your opportun ity to see results, to 
have a positive impact 0 0 0 D 0 0 

i. The appreciation you receive from ' 
your management for doing a 
good job ,000000 

.1 2 3 4 . s 6 
~-~ .... . .. , . . ... 

9. Considering everything, how would you rate your 
overall satisfaction in your federal position at the 
present· time? Your answer may be based on factors 
which were not mentioned above. 

1 D Completely satisfied 
~ D Very satisfied 
) 0 Satisfied 
4 0 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
s D Dissatisfied 
o 0 Very dissatisfied 
10 Completely dissatisfied 
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10. If you had known when you entered government 
service what you know now, would you have come to 
work for the Federal Govemment7 

1 0 Definitely yes 
2 0 Probably yes 
JO Not sure 
• 0 Probably not 
s 0 Definitely not 

11. How has your general attitude about working for 
the federal Government changed as a result of the 
Civil Service Reform Act7 

1 0 Much more positive than before 
2 0 Somewhat more positive than before 
J 0 No significant change, one way or another 
4 0 Somewhat more negative than before 
~ 0 Much more negative than before 
60 Not sure 
, 0 Too soon to tell 

12.. If you have your own way, will you be work
ing for the federal Government two years from 
now7 

1 0 Very likely } 
2 0 Somewhat likely Skip to Question 14 
JD It could go either way 
• 0 Somewhat unlikely 1, 
s 0 V~ry unlikely ~ + 

IJ. If you do not expect to be working for the 
Federal Government two yeaJ"S from now, why 
not? 

1 0 I expect to retire. 
2 0 I expect to leave for other reasons. 
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Organizational Climate 
and Relationships 
This section asks about your relationship with 
your supervisor, and also your and your co
workers' ability to express opinions freely and 
without fear of reprisal. Throughout this question· 
naire, your inunediate work group refers to the co
workers with whom you come· in contact on a 
more-<Jr-less daily basis. 

14. How long have you worked for your present 
inunediate supervisor? 

1 0 Less than 6 months 
1 0 6 months to less than 1 year 
3 0 1 to less than 3 years 
• 0 3 to Jess than 5 years 
s 0 5 years or more 

a, Knowledge of subject matter 

b, Ability to obtain results through 
other people 

c. Ability to ubuffer'' your immediate 
work group against unreasonable 
or conflicting demands from 
other sources 

16. To what extent is there effective two-way 
communication between you and your immediate 
supervisor? 

10 To a very great extent 
z D To a considerable extent 
:~0 Tosomeextent 
40 To a little extent 
~o Tonoextent 

17. How much trust and confidence do you have 
in your immediate supervisor? 

1 0 A great deal 
2 0 Quite a bit 
30 Some 
4 0 Little 
s D Very little or none 
6 0 No basis to judge 
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18. In your opinion, how fairly does your super· 
visor treat .his or her subordinates7 , 

1 0 Very fairly 
2 0 More or less fairly 
J D Could go either way 
• 0 More or less unfairly 
s 0 Very unfairly 
6 0 No basis to judge 

19. To· what extent does your supervisor show 
that he or she understands the problems involved 
in your job? 

l 0 To a very great extent 
z 0 To a considerable extent 
J 0 To some extent 
• 0 To a little extent 
50 To no extent 

20. How much emphasis does your supervisor 
place on striving for excellence in your work? 

, 0 A great deal 
2 0 Quite a bit 
30 Some 
• 0 Little 
50 Very little or none 

21. How often· does the supervision you get make 
you feel that you want to give extra effort to your 
work? 

1 0 Almost always 
2 0 Usually 
J 0 Sometimes 
4 0 Rarely 
s 0 Almost never 

:Zl. To what extent do you feel that you and the 
people in your immediate wotk group belong to a 
team that works together? 

10 To a very great extent 
2 0 To a considerable extent 
J 0 To some extent 
• 0 To a little extent 
50 To no extent 

23. If the number of people in your inunediate 
work group stayed the same, to what extent do 
you think the amount of work done in your area 
could be. increased? 

1 0 To a very great extent 
z 0 To a considerable extent 
3D To some extent 
4 0 To a little extent 
~ .o To no extent 
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2.4. To what extent do you think the quality of 
work done in your immediate work group could 
be improved? 

10 To a very great extent 
2 0 To a considerable extent 
3 0 To some extent 
• 0 To a little extent 
sO To no extent 

2.5. If your immediate work group used colltrac
tors or consultants during the past 12 months, how 
do you fe·el about the amount of work that· was 
contracted out or handled by consultants? 

• 0 To my knowledge, no contractors or 
consultants were used. (Skip fo Q uestion 26.) 

z 0 Too much was contracted out or handled 
by consultants. 

J 0 About the right amount was contracted 
.out or handled by consultants. 

• 0 Too little was contracted out or handled by 
consultants. 

s 0 I have insufficient basis to judge. 

2Sa. If contractors or consultants were used, 
which of the following factors most influenced 
the decision to use a contractor or consultant, rather 
than your agency's own employees? (Check the 
box for all that apply.) 

1 0 I have insufficient basis to judge 
2 0 Hiring ceilings 
) 0 Lack of in-house expertise 
4 0 Agency personnel were unavailable 
s 0 Prospect of higher quality work from 

contractor or consultant 
6 0 Prospect of speedier deliyery of finished 

work by contractor or consultant 
10 Lower costs for work when performed by 

contractor or consultant 
a 0 Other (Write your specific commenls on page 15.) 
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26. Within your immediate work group, how often 
do employees tell their supervisors what they 
really believe, whether or not ~hey think it is 
what their supervisors would like to hear? 

, 0 Almost always 
:0 Usually 
3 0 Sometimes 
(0 Seldom 
s 0 Never 

17. In your opinion, how adequate are the protec
tions presently available to persons attempting to 
expose wrongful pradi.ces withit:t Government 
operations (e.g., fraud, waste, mismanagement, 
prohibited personnel practices)? 

10 Very adequate 
10 Adequate 
3 0 Inadequate 
~ 0 Very inadequate 
sO Not sure 

28. During the last 12 months, have you ever 
been concerned that doing your job too thor
ough]y-too consdentious)y~might result in your 
getting. in trouble with your own immediate 
management? 

10 Very often 
1 0 Quite often 
) 0 Sometimes 
, 0 SeJdom 
$0 Never 

29. Have you heard about the Merit Systems Pro-
tection Board, and how much do you know about 
what it is supposed to do7 

1 0 I have never heard of the organization. 
(Skip to Queslion J 1.) 

I have heard of the organization, and: 

:0 I have no idea of what it is supposed to do. 
) 0 I have only a vague idea of what it is sup-

posed to do. 
• 0 I have a pretty good idea of what it is sup

posed to do. 
s 0 I have a very good idea of what it is sup

posed to do. 

30. How confident are you that the Merii Systt:J 
Protection Board would judge your case fairly a: 
equitably if you were to appeal a personnel acti< 
affecting you7 

1 0 Very confident 
1 0 Confident 
J 0 Less than confident 
• 0 Not at all confident 
50 Not sure 

31. Have you heard about the Office of Spec 
Counsel within the Merit Systems Prolecti 
Board, and how much do you know .about what 
is supposed to do7 

1 0 I have never heard of the organization. 
(Skip to Question 33.) 

I have heard of the organization, and: 

2 0 I have no idea of what ·it is supposed to d 
3 0 I have only a vague idea of what it is sup 

posed to do. 
4 0 I have a pretty good idea of what it is SUJ 

posed to do. 
s 0 I have a very good idea o.~ what it is sup~ 

pose~ to do. 

32. How confident .are you that the Office of; 
Special Counsel in the Merit Systems Protecti 
Board would protect you from reprisal. if y 
were to need protection for having disclosed 
illegal or wasteful practice? 

1 0 Very confident 
2 0 Confident 
3 0 Less than confident 
4 0 Not at all confident 
~o Not sure 
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Employee Selection 
and Placement 
We would like to touch briefly on certain kinds of 
experiences you may have had in your immediate 
work group with how people are recruited, sea 
lected, promoted and reassigned. 

33. During the past 12 months, how often have 
you personally observed the following events in 
your immediate work group? 

·.~t&Jway, 

Usually 
Sclmctimcs 

Selcfom 

·Nft-er 
Nobisis 
tgjudp 

a. Com~tent t:andidates w.!re 
selected over I~ quaJified 
candidates. · :t':JOODDD 

b. Applicants from aulsih the agency :~ : . ·-::. 
were given a fair shot at being consi- ~- : ·· ,: 
dered for the position. iO 0 0 0 0 0 ,. 

c. Applicants from imide the agency i'. 'i 
were given a fair shot at being consi- • . : · ' . 
dered for the position. ·,o 0 0 0 0 0 

~ l l: ~ t56 

d. Only the "heir apparent" wn ever · :: · ·. 
teli!)!lsly con~'~ered lor the position.;'O 0 0 D .D D 

. • ,· . ~. 7' 

e. Efforts to increase the representation ' ' ;' : 
of women and minorities resulted in , 
the hiring of weU qualified women .. ~·. 
and minorities who would not ~· r . 
otherwise have ~en hired. \a o-o 0 0 0 

• ' ~ I 

f. Efforts to increase the representation 
of women and minorities resulted in ~ 
the hiring oi seriou5ly deficient can- ~ 
didates who would not otherwise t· · 
have been hired. :0 D D GO CJ 

~ 1 l ' ) 4 , , 6 
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Prohibited Practices 
This section asks about your experiences with 
prohibited practices in your workplace. 

34. During the past. 12 months, have you person
ally observed any events which strongly suggested 
to you the possibility of any of the following pro
hibited practices in your immediate work group? 

Yt5, mon lhan tw1e Ills lUKe 

Yn, 01\t' inslanct 

No 

a. An employee being pressured to 
0 0 0 contribute to a political campaign 

b. Aro employee being pressured to 
participate in partisan po~~ica! 
actiVity 0 0 0 

c. An employee actively seeking par-
tisan political office or raising 
funds on behalf of a partisan poi-
itical candidate 0 0 0 

d.. A career employee being pres-
~ 3 

1ured to resign or transfer on 
account of his or her political 

0 0 0 affiliation 

e. An appointment. to the competi-
tive service made as a result of 
political party affiliation 0 0 0 

f. An attempt to get back at some--
one because he or she disclosed 
soritf! wrongful activity in the 

0 0 0 agency 
g. Aro attempt to get back at S<lme-

one because he OT she filed a for-
mal appeal 0 0 0 

h. An attempt to influence someo!U! 
to withdraw from competition for · 
a Federal job in order to help 
another person's chances for get- ~: 
ting the job ~.-. 0 0 0 

i.' A selection for job or Joh ~ard : l l 3 

based on family relationship ·· a 0 0 
;. A selection for job or job reward 

based primarily on the "buddy 
D 0 D system" 

k.. Aro attempt to get back at some-
one because he or she engaged in : 
lawful union activity ·o 0 . o 

l. An employee being pressured by :~ . 
0 0 a supervisor for sexual favors ;·' ·o 

;. 1 · J 
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35. Duririg the past 12 months, have you person
ally observed any events which strongly suggested 
to you the possibility of any of the following dis
criminatory practices in your ·immediate work 
group? 

. . Ye-s, more th~ ~e insta.nce 
~ . . .. . . 

:· •• ·;#·: ·:.' 
a. A person being denied a job or job · · · · · 

reward on account of sa ~·~;0 :. 
b. A person being denied a job or job i:~'-.. ~:. ·• .. ~ · · 

,·. : ..... -. 

reward on account of race. (Oior. or ." ~. ·· · .. :. 
naliont~/()rigin ~·:o ' D ·. :O -: 

c. Apersonbeingdeniedaioborjob :'··'.: ._;· ,.:_· .. ' 
reward on account of religion ;:·:9:.-': 9 .: J;r-::~', 

d. A person being denied a job or job l i, . ·:: ' . · ·:. '· 
reward on account of age r·D·~; ~ 0 !·~R·.;\; 

e. A person being denied a job or job ~: .> :.) 
reward on account of a handicap r D< 0 · ~8:; ~ 
unrelated lo je~b requiremrnls ~~ . _. · ... ~, '_._';:~~:. :·.·~,· ...... ~ 

f. A person being denied a job or job : .. ::·?· i ~·;·/·;··: 
reward on account of marital ;:. · ·: :; 
stalus .: 0'. . 0 >q>~ 

g. A person being denied a job or job i >::: ;i 
reward on account of politiml i': ;· ;.: 
affiliation ; , 0 : 0 

:_.{::s:i z 

Performance Appraisal 
This section asks your observations about how 
the performance appraisal process is working in 
your immediate work group. 

In the following questions, "job elements" refer to 
what you do and "performance standards" refer to 
how well you do it. 

36. Have job elements and performance standards. 
based on Civil Service Reform Act requirements 
been written and established for your current job? 

1 0 No l ~ Skip to Quesfiort 49. 
zO Notsurej 
J D Yes Continue 
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37. Who determined your current performancE 
standards? 

1 D I did, alone. 
2 0 I did, primarily, with some contribution 

from my supervisor. 
3 0 They were·jointly developed, involving me 

and my supervisor . 
• o My immediate or higher level supervisor 

determined them and then asked for my 
comments. 

sO My immediate or higher level supervisor 
determined them unilaterally. 

6 0 Don't know. 

38. How familiar are you with your curr~nt per· 
fonnance standards? 

10 I have no idea what L Skip to Question 49. 
the standards are J 

2 0 I know almost exactly whanhe standards 
are 

J 0 I have a rather good idea 
• 0 I have only a vague impression 

38a. In your opinion, will your supervisor ust 
these stan~ards to evaluate your performance? 

10 Definitely yes 
2 0 Probably yes 
30 Not sure 
4 0 Probably not 
s 0 Definitely not 

39. How would you rate your current perfonnanct 
standards with respect to the degree of difficult~ 
you think they will pose for you? 

1 0 Much too difficult 
z 0 Too difficult 
30 About right 
~o Tooeasy 
s D Much too easy 

40. In your opinion, how rational are the stand 
ards that your supervisor uses to evaluate you: 
performance? 

1 0 Very rational 
zO Rational 
3D Irrational 
4'0 Very irrational 
sO Notsure 
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41. To what extent do your performance stand
ards cover the elements of your job which. in 
your opinion, are most important? 

10 To a very great extent 
2 0 To a considerable extent 
,o To some extent 
~ 0 To a little extent 
~ 0 To no extent 

42. From your point of view, to what extent is it 
within your control to satisfy your performance 
standards? 

·1 0 To a very great extent 
2 0 To a considerable extent 
J 0 To some extent 
• 0 To a little extent 
sO To no extent 

43. How confident are you that your supervisot:
in evaluating your performance-wUt take into 
account influences beyond your control? 

1 0 Very confident 
z 0 Confident 
) 0 Less than confident 
, 0 Not at all confident 
sO Not sure 

44. Within the past 12 months, have you received 
a performance appraisal in your current position 
that was based on Civil Service Reform Act re
quirements (appraisal based on critical elements 
and performance standards)? 

NNot } Skip to Question 49. o sure 
Yes, but the appraisal was used for a "dry 
run" or "test" of the new appraisal system. 
Yes, I received an actual appraisal (not a 
"dry run" or "test'1. 

45. In your opinion, was your perfonnance fairly 
and accurately rated? 

10 Yes, completely 
z 0 Yes, mostly 
> 0 Yes, to some extent 
, 0 No, not really 
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46. How satisfied was your supervisor with your 
performance? . 

i D Almost entirely satisfied 
2 D Generally satisfied 
3 0 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
• 0 Generally dissatisfied 
s D Almost entirely dissatisfied 
oO Too little information from supervisor for 

me to know 
1 D Do not recall 

47. How would you rate this appraisal experience? 

1 0 Very helpful 
1 0 Quite helpful 
3 0 Somewhat helpful 
4 0 Not very helpful 
s 0 Did more harm than good 

48. To what extent did your most recent perfor
mance appraisal affect personnel decisions involv
ing you personally (such as promotions, awards, 
training opportunities, reassigrunents, or other 
personnel actions)? 

10 To a very great extent 
z 0 To a considerable extent 
JO To some extent 
~ 0 To a little extent 
sO To no extent 
6 0 Too early to know 

49. If your supervisor were to perform poorly in 
the eyes of his or her supervisor, how likely is it 
that he or she would be removed from his or her 
position7 

1 0 Very likely 
2 0 Somewhat likely 
J 0 Could go either way 
4 0 Somewhat unlikely 
s 0 Very unlikely 
60 Not sure 

so. If you were to perform poorly in the eyes of 
your supervisor, how likely is it that you would 
be removed from your position 7 

1 D Very likely 
2 0 Somewhat likely 
>0 Could go either way 
,o Somewhat unlikely 
50 Very unlikely 
60 Notsure 
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Senior Executive Service 
The following questions deal with issues related to 
the Senior Executive Service (SES). · 

51. How long have you been in theSES? 

10 Less than 3 months 
z 0 3 months to 1 year 
3 0 More than 1 year 

52. Are you a charter member of the SES? 

10 Yes 
10 No 

53. Which type of SES appointment do you have? 

10 Career 
~ 0 Non-career 
30 Limited 

54. Which of the following factors, if any, did you 
consider when deciding whether to join SES, and 
how important were they to your decision to join? 

(~;j&rri!!;-~~~~~ . .-y~:.? :: 
• ·· . Quite important 

. : ~~~~! ·~~t··i 
,. . , :. Not important 
• .. · · .. i at all 
i'. · I did'lWt;·~ /: .. 

1· COnfider It ' . '. -. . . ~ . '"" _, .. ·~ 
.. · · . ·! - · I was not 

t• .• . . 
' ' . .. 

I Wire 
: . : of it 

a. Opportunity for higher basesalary 0 0 :n 0 0 0 
t"' t 

b. Opportunity for major bonuses or 
rank awards 

c. Opportunity for job mobility within 
your agency 

d. Opportuni ty for job mobility betwem 
agencies 

e. Opportunity for promotion to top 
policy-making positions 

f. Opportunity for sabbaticals 

g. There was no rea] alternative. 

h. Other (Wrilr your specific tommtnls 
em pagt I s.J . 
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:o.o.tro ·ern 
~do :ctob:o 

b :o·oo o:o 
,'1· . l ll ; 4 ~· 6 

:croo:oo·.o 
:O'oo:odo 
rlo .o:o,o io . - . . 
:o}o:o:o'ci;o 
' ~ 2 ~ ).~ 4 ~ ~ . • 6 

55. How satisfied are you with the changes SES 
has brought about in the following areas as they 
ttpply to you personally? . . 

a. Opportunity for higher base salary 
b. Opportunity for m ajor bonuses or 

rank awards 

c. Opportunity. for job mobility within 
your agency 

d. Opportuni ty for job mobility between 
agencies 

e. Oppor tunity for sabbaticals 

f. Opportunity for promotion to top 
policy-making positions 

g. Other (Write your specific commmfs on 
page 15) 

::<'c~~~i##i-~1@~?:~:::_:;~ 
; ·,. Generally satisfied 
· • . Nelthe~ satlsfl~i" 
: '·. -nor diS'satisfied . ' --·· .; .. _ • ... 

Generi'!ly 
. ~ ·:: dissatisfied 

, ; . ::": ::c~p!~~~~_. 
:· d\s~~!fi~ ·,,. . , ·. 

l·. ~· 

C:I"D 0".0 :Cl::O 
r~~.\~·. ~ .. ;<·: ~~::.t 

6'0 'o~o :o.·:o '. ~ ·. :,;:· 

Hu'd:ob:o 
3~:o ~~~o ·t;:o 
:;·.1.'; 2 j.~:.·! . ).~.·: 6 
D 'D Q·O'Q 0 
~ ~. :~! ~.-:-:· ;~ :-::.' 
;[liD tfo 'd·-o 
~ ·' . . . 
' , ."1 ,, ,:. •. ., •. ) 

;D'DODtrO 
·:i., 2 . ~ • )';~ 6 

56. Based on your personal experience in your 
present agency, to what extent do you agree with 
the following statements concerning SES? 

a. SES will Improve the operation of 
my agency. 

b. There are sufficient incentives in 
SES to retain highly competent 
eKecutives. 

').~.#~i~'~~~::.·~·.:.::·~:·::·.;:::· .: 
': .:: Mildly agree 

',,I 

.. 
1.:.·, 

.·. '· ' .. 

. ,. . '. : ..... ·. 
~.o o :o o,q.o 
:.:-:: ;:;:·: : ,, 

DOD DOD 
; . . . . ·;.· 

c. ~d:;h:s;;d':;S;~~~~na;:~~:~ut· : ·.:_ :.~ :.: -.: :':~; 
selected for senior executive positions~ ;.'~ ·:· ;·, :;-:) • 
over better qualified career civil ~ · · . . . . 
servants. P~ 0 .0 0 '8 ,; 0 

d. ShES pfay incentives encourage ':·,;;~; ·;;:·.'. ·.. 'i·;:_~_: 
arm ul competition among • , 

executives in my agency. ,O.OIJ·O :O •D 
;i' l '.:j'' 4 .:5.< 6 
.··,,.,' \" . J •:.'\!. 
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56. (Continued) Based on your personal experience 
in your present agency, to what extent do you 
agree with the following statements concerning 
SES? . .. ·~ . . .. ..... . . 

:strongly asree-·- -~: _ _. .:. 
; , ..... ·· .. . ' 
.. : .- MJJdly 1gree ... ·. ..,.. . . ....... ,,_ ... ,_;• ... 

1t:"~~th~~-agm;---:-._.. 
~;!. nor,d(~!!. .. :~ .. 

\o' ... , .. ~ o'\ • /, • o' • J o I • o 

:• ,.._ -:~:; MlldJy dlsa~ee 
.:;i . ..... ~5- -t·~.::. ~.:!;, _ ;· r· : t:· .. .t..,·~Y '···. '" 
~- ::~~.' ~~,-~~i':r;~ t-: ~; :~:.tNo bu is 
;·•'' ,.-;: · -::·! to judge 
.... ·~· . ·~~ e=··; 

e. Under the SES, Federal executives :. =-· 
•:••: . '"' 

are just as willing to express their ~_~;··: .. ~;:· ~ ~ 
real views as they were under the .... ;.--;.. · -:-· 
fonner supergrade system. ·0 Dr:O G.D 0 

f. Transfers or reassignments for execu:~ ;'~: :;~:. ;<:·.: 
tives in my agency have been used -~:. ·· :• ::,._-. 
primarily as a means of getting rid • ·~ .t •• . -

of dissident executives. -0 o:~ 0:·~: 0 
g. Executives perfonn their jobs no · ·· 

differently under SES than under .~. ·.· E-.~, .. f·.·_.:_: 
the former supergrade personnel ·\: .. 
system. _q 0 Q OJJ· 0 

h. It is much easier to hire minorities ~:· '·" ~·--.... . .. ~ .: 
and women using SES staffing proce· , · .{ .. 
dures than under the former super- 1-:. ·1~ ..... 

grade system. :0 0 '8 0 o-0 
;:.)~ l ~:J ~ • .;~: 6 

57. What is the designation of your current SES 
position, and what is your view of that desig
nation? 

1 0 It is now career-reserved, and I think this is 
appropriate. 

z 0 It is now career-reserved, and I think it should 
be general. 

~ 0 It is now career-reserved. and I am not sure 
what it should be. 

• 0 It is now general, and I think this is 
appropriate. 

s 0 It is now general, and I think it should be 
career-reserved. 

, 0 It is now general, and I am not sure what it 
should be. 

10 I am not sure of the current designation. 

58. To date, has your agency distributed SES 
bonuses or rank awards? 

: ~ ~~t surer Skip lo Question 61. 
J 0 Yes ]-. Conlinue. 
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59. Have you personally observed any events dur· 
ing the past 12 months which strongly suggested 
to you the possibility of any of the following in 
your agency? : ;::.y;::~~~~:;~;;~;:,;~-~! 

!-· :·~- Yes, one instance 

--~~ · ... ~?\:. 
~\j ,: ;':. :.: 
t'. ·.~·:: 

a. Distributing either a SES bonus or ': :: ·, 
rank award to an employee .. ,, .:, 
because of partisan political l:;' ·. 
affiliation .~ P · · 

b. Distributing either a SES bonus or ;~: : 
rank award to "management . . 
favorites" without sufficient basis :. :·;. >: 
in actual performance :_:.-l;:l ' 

c. Withholding a SES bonus or rank -. _.. ·· 
award from an employee primar -~. 

.. -ily because he or she works on 
projects of low visibility or low ':·.::;: · 
interest to top agency :·.,-> . .-
management '·o·,·: 

·.·.1·. 

,. 

0 ;::'6 ) .. .. •. : 

' 
' ~ ' 

0 :!41 
...... 

, : 
' 

: .. .. 
0 ::·o 
~ ~: ... r ... 

60. In yo~.tr opinion, to what extent do you agree 
or disagree with the foiJowing statements about 
how SES bonuses are distributed in your agency? 

: ~Strongly agtft ·~ -~. -:. - --. .. ·..::·- .. •.. .-.... .[\ 
;-.: . Mildly agree 

·: :_. ':'Neii~r agree ;·:- ~~:-· ..... :a.,. .............. \ 
~-·. ·-~~nor IS18f1!C! ' · -:::· 
:):· Mlldly di~gree 

I, .... .. 
-; . .. ·:,: _·.;· 
~· 

" •. 
\ . 

.. 

.. , ... 
t•: .. -. .. 

Don't 
know 

.. a. SES performance bonuses in this ~ "' 
agency go primarily to the best ·· • 
pPrformers. JO 0 0 0 tJ 0 

' ·-
b. SES bonuses are distributed dis- .: .:' . ,. 

proportionately to executives at 
the top of the agen<.y. 

c. SES bonuses go disproportion
ately to members of the Perfor
mance Review Board 

·. 

~· .• .:• ..... .,_ .. 
~6~-0 -0 o.o 0 
:..1:, z .:_J· 4 $ . 6 

61. What do you regard as the likelihood of your 
receiving an SES bonus any time within the next 
12 months? 

1 0 Very likely 
2 0 Somewhat likely 
, 0 Could go either way 
, 0 Somewhat unlikely 
s 0 Very unlikely 
• 0 I am not eligible for a SES bonus. 
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62. What do you regard as the likelihood of your 
receiving a cash or rank award any time within the 
next 12 months? 

, 0 Very likely 
:0 Somewhat likely 
J D Could go either way 
4 0 Somewhat unlikely 
s 0 ·Very unlikely 
o 0 I am not eligible for these awards. 

63. If you had ~nown when you joined the SES 
what you know now, would you have joined the 
SES? 

l 0 Definitely yes 
~ 0 Probably yes 
JO Not sure 
, 0 Probably not 
$ 0 Definitely not 

64. If a GS-15 vacancy occurred in your agency, 
involving approximately the same kind of work, 
would you seriously consider leaving your present 
SES position for the GS·lS job?. · 

t 0 Definitely yes 
1 0 Probably yes 
JO Not sure 
4 0 Probably not 
s 0 Definitely not 

65. Have you heard of your agency's Executive 
Resources Board (ERB), and how much do you 
know about what it is supposed to do1 

l 0 I have never heard of the ERB. 
(Skip to Question 67.) 

I have heard of the ERB, and: 

1 0 I have no idea of what it is supposed to do. 
3 0 I have only a vague idea of what it is sup

posed to do. 
, 0 I have a pretty good idea of what it is sup

posed to do. 
$ 0 I have a very good idea of what it is sup

posed to do. 

66. How confident are you that the. Executive 
Resources Board's decisions which affect you. per
sonally will be fair and equitable? 

a 0 Very confident 
: 0 Confident 
J 0 Less than confident 
• 0 Not at all confident 
sO Not sure 
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67. Do you supervise Merit Pay employees, either 
directly o~ through intermediate supervisors? 

tO Yes 
lo No 

68. In your opinion, which of the following 
statements best describes your agency's merit pay 
plan7 

1 0 A Merit Pay plan has not been estab~shed 
in my agency. 

1 0 The plan itself appears basically sound and the 
administratiotl of it will likely be competent. 

3 0 The plan itself appears basically sound but the 
administralion of it will likely be less-lhan
competent. 

• 0 The plan itself appears basically flawed 
although the administration of it will likely 
be as competent as possible. 

s 0 The plan itself appears basically flawed and the 
administration of it will likely be less-than-
competent. · 

"0 No opinion. 

Demographic and Job Data 
The following inform_ation is needed to help us 
with the statistical analyses of all questionnaires. 
All your responses are confidential, and cannot 
be associated with you individually. Your 
responses wiU not be seen by anyone within your 
organization. 

69. Where is your job located? 

l 0 Headquarters within Washington, D.C., 
metropolitan area 

: 0 Headquarters outside Washington, D.C., 
metropolitan area 

, 0 Field location within Washington, D.C., 
metropolitan area 

,o Field location outside Washington,D.C, 
metropolitan area 

70. How many years have you been a Federal 
Government employee (excluding military service)? 

·• 0 Less than 1 year 
:: 0 1 to less than 4 years 
., 0 4 to less 'than 10 years 
, 0 10 to less than 21 years 
& 0 21 to less than 30 years 
6 0 30 years or more 
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71. How long have you worked in your c:urrent 
agency? 

1 D Less than 3 months 
10 3 to 12 months 
~ 0 1 to less than 4 years 
• 0 4 to less than 8 years 
s 0 8 years or more 

'72. How long have you· been in your ·present 
position? 

1 0 Less than 3 months 
1 0 3 to 12 months 
J D 1 to less than 4 years 
, D 4 to less than 8 years 
s 0 8 years or more 

73. What is your current occupation? (Check the 
one best response.) 

1 0 Economics 
10 Fiscal 
J 0 Personnel 
4 0 Legal 
$ 0 Engineering 
6 0 Biological, mathematical, or physical 

sciences 
10 Social sciences 
, 0 Administration 
, 0 Other (Write your current occupafion on page 15.) 

'74. What is your SES pay rate? 

, 0 ES-1 
2 0 ES-II 
J 0 ES-III 
,o ES-IV 
sO ES-V 
60 ES-VI 

75. How did your initial SES pay rate compare to 
your pre-SES salary? 

1 0 SES pay rate was higher than pre~SES rate 
.z 0 SES pay rate was about equallo pre-SES rate 
.:~ D SES pay rate was lower than pre·SES rate 

U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD 

'76. Which of the following describe your present 
immediate supervisor? 

10 Military 
10 Political appointee 
1D Senior Executive·Service (SES) 
, 0 Supergrade (non:-SES) · 
50 Other {Write your response on pagt 15.) 

77. What was your last job before joining the SES? 

, 0 Executive level position 
1 0 Supergrade (Career appointment) 
) D Supergrade (Non-career appointment and 

Schedule C) 
• 0 Supergrade (Schedule A) 
sO Ungraded position equivalent to GS~16 or 

above 
, 0 GS-15 (or below) in the excepted service 
,o GS-15 (or below) in the competitive service 
& 0 Private sector employment 

78. Prior to joining the ~ES, how much experience 
did you have at the GS-16 level or above in the 
Federal Government? 

tO None 
~ 0 Less than 1 year 

·3 0 1 to less than 4 years 
• 0 4 to less than 9 years 
s D 9 to less than 15 years 
, 0 15 years or more 

79. How many years of managerial experience 
have you had in the private sector? 

10 None 
1 0 Les~ than 1 year 
3 0 1 to less than 4 years 
• 0 4 to less than 9 years 
s 0 9 to less than 15 years 
6 0 15 years or more 

80. How many times have you changed jobs in the 
last 10 years (in the federal Government or 
elsewhere)? 

.o Never 
20 One time 
30 Twotimes 
4 0 Three to five times 
, 0 Six to eight times· 
6 D Nine or more times 
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&1. Has your agency undergone a major reorgani
zation within the past 18 months which affected 
you personally? 

, 0 Yes, and I was favorably affected. 
2 0 Yes, .and I was affected very little or not at 

all. 
3D Yes, and I was adversely affected. 
qo No. 

82. Are you a member of a Per.f.ormance Review 
Board? 

,o Yes 
zO No 

83. Are you a member of an Executive Resources 
Board? 

,o Yes 
zD No 

84. What is your educational level? (Pkm-e check 
the higlrest kvel completed.) 

10 Elementary School (Grade 1-8) 
z 0 Some high school or some technical 

traihing 
J 0 Graduated from high school or GED 

(Graduate Equivalency Degree) 
4 0 High school diploma plus technical training 

or apprenticeship 
s G Some college (including A.A. degree! 
6 0 Graduated from coJiege (B.A., B.S., or 

other Bachelor's degree} 
, 0 Some graduate school 
s 0 Graduate degree (Master's, LL.B., Ph.D~, 

M.D., etc.} 

85. Are you? 

• 0 Male 
20 Female 

86. Are you7 

1 0 American Indian or Alaskan Native 
2 0 Asian or Pacific Islander 
3 0 Black; not of Hispanic origin 
4 0 Hispanic 
~ 0 White; not of Hispanic origin 
60 Other 

87. What is your age? 

tO Under 20 
2D 20 to 29 
30 30 to 39 
40 40 to 49 
sO 50 to 59 
60 60 to 64 
., 0 65 or older 

88. Now that you have filled it out, how interes 
ing did you find this questionnaire? 

• 0 Vf!ry interesting 
2 D Interesting 
30 So-so 
4 0 Boring 
s 0 Very boring· 
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Please use the space below to write in specific comments, referring to questions in which you have checked "other" !-S a 
response. · 

QUESTION 
NUMBER 

U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD 

YOUR COMMENTS 

P~ge 1;; 



COI\1MENTS 
We invite you to comment below on the question
naire, or on any specific issues which you feel we 
should focus on in further questionnaires in this 
series. 

Please do not sign your name on this questionnaire. Enclose it in the larger envelope provided and drop it in the mai: 
No postage is necessary. 

Thank you for your participation. 

The number that appears on the label to the right does "~/identify you 
individually. It is a code that indicates to us the &tatistical group that 
you share with other individuals. We need this code to identify the 
number of responses tha t have been returned from each group in this 
survey. 
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